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Letter from the Guard House
James Kight
Welcome back to the Newsletter! As you
can tell, it has an all new look! The cover
layout is all new, and will serve to differentiate each issue from the other (which
even I confused sometimes).
It’s been a terribly long time in between
issues. This was a result of lack of time,
lack of interest, and many, many other
really lame excuses that I will spare you
from hearing.
What was really interesting was the number of requests that I continued to get for
new issues many months after I had
stopped production. It was an unexpected
compliment, but I let it sit for a long time
before deciding to give it another try.
Part of the reason for the new interest was
the continued existence of the MECCG and
Council of Lorien/Elrond long after Iron
Crown had gone belly up. My hats off to
every dedicated MECCG fan in all parts of
the world, and to those of you who strive
every day to keep this great game alive.
This renewed effort on my part is dedicated to each and every one of you. I sincerely hope this makes up for all the lost
time. On a side note, I am sorry that I am
not going to be able to attend the 2001
World Championships, but I am getting
married very soon after that date, and
would prefer to dedicated any free time
(other than the design of this issue) to making sure it goes off without a hitch. Or is
that with a hitch?
In the meantime, I hope you enjoy the new
look, as well as the content. You’ll find
everything from interviews with Angelo
Montanini & Brian Wong to an exhausting
article on promo cards all over the world.
I’ve also included for you a free game scenario, created by Spencer Carney. Designed to be a quick simple board/card

game depicting the perilous journey from
the West to the East gate of Moria, it is
fraught with peril. Enter at your own risk!
This is to be first of many free scenarios
and games that I’ll be including in each of
the new few issues. Issue 6 will include a
game I call Hunt for the Iron Crown.
As always, there are returning favorites like
the Card Review, Deck Tip, Game Review,
as well as others. I’ve tweaked a few
things here and there, but for the most part,
the article formats have remained pretty
much the same as before.
One thing I have not been able to carry
over from last issue are any letters you may
have sent regarding issue 4. So, we’ll treat
this as the new starting point. Read
through the entire newsletter, and let me
know what it is you like, what you don’t
like, ideas for change, and so on.
Don’t forget to send me articles to include
in the newsletter. The more you send me,
the better it gets. I would gladly accept any
tournament reports from the US and from
overseas, as well as from this year’s World
Championships, including the side games
like the Country Cup, the Drinking Game,
and any side events that might crop up during the busy weekend. Be sure to take lots
of pictures and don’t forget to use the
flash!
While I welcome any pictures you wish to
send me, I ask that you send them to me in
digital format. If you cannot, please mail
them to me using my address below under
the Contact Information.
Oh, one thing I almost forgot...I am one of
the lucky few who was chosen to begin
playtesting Decipher’s new Lord of the
Rings CCG. Our first event was at Origins,
and has continued at a hectic pace since.
As Dave Rice indicated on the METW
mailing list, there are many expansions
already planned. While I am not at liberty

to divulge much information, Decipher
has done it’s best to give us as much
“wiggle room” as possible. I’ve included
a preview in this issue.
With the Lord of the Rings movies coming out beginning this year, the new millennium promises to be a great one for
Tolkien fans if you can wade through all
that merchandising After getting a long
look at all the trailers, you can bet that I
will be camping out early to get a front
row seat at the movies.
Please feel free to contact me and let me
know how I can make this an even better
newsletter. Thank you for hanging in
there.
James Kight, August 2001
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Design & Contact Information
For those of you who might be interested, this
entire issue was written and designed using
Microsoft Publisher 2000 for Windows. Times
New Roman is the main font.

There will be both a low and high res PDF version of this newsletter at these web addresses:

Issue 5.

www.treebeard.com/col/docs.html

www.go.to/dutch_council
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If you are interested in contacting me:
James Kight
115 North Gordon Drive
Apartment 2
Winston-Salem, NC 27104
jameskight@mindspring.com
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Featured Artist: Angelo Montanini
James Kight
My interview with John Howe was to
appear in this issue, but I fear I am going to have to push that back an issue
or two until I hear back from John.
A few years ago I was able to contact
Angelo Montanini through a translator.
Unfortunately, I have lost the name of
the translator. I thank him for the time
he took to translate my questions to
Angelo from English to Italian, and
then back to English when Angelo had
given his answers to him. Enjoy the
interview!
TOMN: How did you get started as
an artist?

TOMN: What other things do you do
besides art?

TOMN: Do you normally use models in your work?

Angelo: I cooperate with Stratelibri,
an Italian games publishing house, as
art director. I also teach drawing and
illustration in the European Fashion
School of Milan.

Angelo: Unfortunately, models are
rather expensive, and they have the
bad habit of moving! Seriously, pictures are a good replacement in my
opinion.

TOMN: What is your favorite piece
of your own work?

TOMN: Who or what inspires you as
you paint?

Angelo: I am very fond of the
dwarves, especially Thorin II. I also
like Bard Bowman, Merry, Pippin and
Earcaraxe Ahunt. About Eowyn, since
I didn’t like her classical drawings, I
decided to use for the card a somewhat
anachronistical model: Eva Herzigova,
the famous model.

Angelo: Talking about METW, the
inspiration obviously comes from the
beautiful pages of “The Lord of the
Rings” itself, but movies like Braveheart or Spartacus by Stanley Kubrick, or paintings by Paolo Uccello,
Caravaggio and Velasquez are always
on my mind.

Angelo: The happenings of my life
brought me rather late to professional
drawing, but I remember that my father, when I was very young, looking
at me when I was sketching told me
that this would have been my destiny.

TOMN: What other artist do you
consider to be a real talent?
Angelo: Among the excellent artists
who contributed to Middle-Earth: The
Wizards I would cite, as an example,
Angus McBride (who is my favorite),
Donato Ginacola and Ted Nasmith.
As far as other artists who have inspired me, I would acknowledge the
stylistic influence of Hugo Pratt, the
great Italian comic-strip writer, recently deceased. I recall with pleasure the “lure of drawing” that grasped
me, when I was a child reading his
comic strips.

TOMN: How did you start in the
business and then eventually find your
way to doing card art as well?
Angelo: Giovanni Ingellis, founder
and owner of Stratelibri, acted as a
link between me and ICE. After the
test...the contract! Unfortunately, Giovanni passed away a few months ago
(late 1998), affected by a serious disease. He will always remain in my
heart, with his strength for life and his
weakness for games. I have donated
the original painting of the METW
One Ring (dedicated to him) to his
wife. I hope it will always remain in
their house, in perpetual memory of
my friendship.

Eva Herzigova, model for Angelo’s “Eowyn”
Picture provided by Guess Interactive

(Continued on page 4)

TOMN: What is your favorite medium for art: sketches, airbrush, oil?
Angelo: I make use of a mixed technique, with acrylic colours (airbrush
and brushes), pencils, and markers.
Eowyn by Angelo Montanini
@ 2001 The Saul Zaentz Co.
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Nori by Angelo Montanini
@ 2001 The Saul Zaentz Co.
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Featured Artist: Angelo Montanini (cont.)
Angelo: I had the greatest freedom of
action, but I cared that my characters
and places matched the Tolkien descriptions from the books.
TOMN: What is your favorite fantasy
character?
Angelo: Bilbo is my favorite character. I love his humanity, consisting of
mistakes, fears and scantiness which is
not always explained with the possession of the One Ring.
TOMN: What was the most important
piece of advice you ever received?

(Continued from page 3)

TOMN: What music if any do you
listen to as you work?
Angelo: I like to listen to soundtracks
(above mentioned movies are good
examples), Italian and American singers (Fabrizio De Andre or Bruce
Springsteen), old (like me) rockbands
(Beatles and the Rolling Stones) or
modern video clips from MTV
[Europe].
TOMN: Go through an example
piece of art from conception to completion.

Angelo: I went through a particular
period of my artistic life when I
thought that I wasn’t able to draw anymore. The choice to start my studies
again (Art School and the Academy of
Brera) gave me the possibility to move
up to a more professional phase. I’ll
always be grateful to the person who
encouraged and favored this choice.
TOMN: Do you ever find yourself
unable to complete or start a piece?
Angelo: No, I’ve never had serious
problems to apply a professional working method.

TOMN: What is your favorite subject matter to paint?
Angelo: The human body is surely
the subject I’m more interested in and
the face, with its different expressions,
is the training ground I attend more. I
still have some problems with the human body however, especially the
hands.
TOMN: What is the greatest goal
you have reached so far?
Angelo: To be published all over the
world, reading your name in many
foreign languages (Finnish, Japanese,
Spanish, etc.) is definitely gratifying.
But in the end you must set your foot
on the ground, and start drawing
again.

Angelo: I receive some input from the
customer first, and I begin drawing a
sketch with a pencil. After the initial
client approval, I start with the colours, directly over the original. Usually, from the sketch to the conclusion,
I need about three to four full days (68 hours of work, each day) to complete a drawing.

TOMN: Have you ever turned down
an assignment? If so, why?
Angelo: It would seem strange, but
my relationship with ICE has been
interrupted because they were giving
me a very short time to complete my
drawings, and I didn’t feel that I
would be able to assure to myself and
to ICE the necessary quality of work.

TOMN: For a Middle-Earth piece,
how much leeway are you given to put
your own inspiration into the art?
How much did the books themselves
influence your representation of the
characters?

(Continued on page 5)
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Featured Artist: Angelo Montanini (cont.)
(Continued from page 4)

However, I would be very glad to contribute to the new art of the Second
Edition of METW.
TOMN: How is the CCG industry
different now than it was when you
started (in relation to artists)?
Angelo: I think that the art quality has
steadily grown in the last few years.
At the beginning of this industry, the
art was not too relevant for the success
of the game (with the exception of
METW, of course). As we’ve gone
forward, art has come into focus more
and more.
TOMN: Have you ever surprised
yourself with your art?
Angelo: My true surprise is that I am
never completely satisfied with my
work, so I immediately want to start
another drawing.

Self Portrait by Angelo Montanini @ 2001 Angelo Montanini

TOMN: Are there things that you
have yet to do with your art?
Angelo: I would like to draw the settings of movies like “The Fifth Element” or “The Prince of Egypt”. My
true dream is to cooperate with the
production of the new movie based on
the Lord of the Rings.

Dori by Angelo Montanini
@ 2001 The Saul Zaentz Co.

——
Thanks to Angelo for taking the time
to answer my questions. Along with
the answers, he sent a self-portrait of
himself that I’ve included here.
Angelo’s last contribution to MECCG
was with the Middle-Earth: Against
the Shadow set. If you are interested
in finding out more about Angelo,
there are a few good web sites to visit.
Here is a good place to start (it’s in
Italian):
http://www.cacciatoriditeste.net/livello2/ospiti/
montanini/montanini.htm
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Ori by Angelo Montanini
@ 2001 The Saul Zaentz Co.
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Card Primer: Promotional Cards & Misprints
Jiří Stípek
Czech Republic

blue border, very good for One Ring
decks). Some of the promotional
cards have been reprinted for the Challenge Decks.

[Jiří wrote this article on Christmas
Day of 1998, and I have been
meaning to include it for some time.
While I have done my best to make
clear certain grammatical confusion, I
left most of the article as is. Since
this is an article written by an
overseas fan, I don’t think it would be
right to completely rewrite his article.
I sort of like the meter of his broken
English.]

There are three major misprints in the
US edition - limited Daelomin (picture
rotated 90°), Fellowship from the
unlimited print run (picture was
zoomed in), and Awaken Minions
(picture was reversed).

About Promocards
Promotional cards are one of the reasons for me to like card games. It’s
nice to have a card that no one knows
in the deck (when the card is brandnew, of course). Do you remember
the bombastic coming of the minion
Arkenstone from InQuest?
Promotional cards have no rarity and
usually they aren’t covered in card
lists or spoilers. Yes, they are mostly
not too powerful but it’s clear - the
designers of MECCG cannot give us
free better cards than the rares in
boosters (do you know the story of
USPC’s X-Files?).

There are many non-English editions
of MECCG at this time and I like them
all. In this article I want to review
various promotional cards from around
the world. I would also like to ask
you, the other players and collectors
from around the world for a little help.
If you can fill in any knowledge about
promotional cards, special cards and
misprints in any language edition,
please let me know.
I’ll go country by country, covering
available promotional cards, and detailing any special cases or misprints.
USA: Everybody knows about the 13
promocards from the US: Black Arrow (very useable), Neeker-breekers
(funny creature), The Iron Crown (too
many corruption points, but somewhat
useable), Fury of the Iron Crown
(much better in the old days), Ireful
Flames (for collectors only), Stormcrow, Never Seen Him, More Alert
Than Most, Bill Ferny, Angmar Arises
(a series of unnecessary commons,
Angmar Arises and More Alert Than
Most have different card texts), Deadly
Dart (minion Arrow), The Arkenstone
(powerful anti-Dwarf item), and the
legendary lost Fatty Bolger (designed
as a promo for unlimited edition with
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This does not take into consideration
errata and incorrectly credited artists.
No promotional cards were printed for
MEAS, MEWH, or MEBA. David
Platnik from ICE indicated to me that
no more promotional cards would be
printed. And the planned Box number
3211 (see Germany)? Who knows.
France: They have only Black Arrow, Neeker-Breekers, The Iron
Crown, and Gros Bolger (Fatty Bolger) in blue border. As a specialty,
Merry the Hobbit is also distributed as
a promo in France because he was accidentally deleted from the commons
sheet and replaced by Fili I think.
France has lots of dwarves in their
boosters.
(Continued on page 7)
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Card Primer: Promotional Cards and Misprints (cont.)
“spilled tea” instead of letters. Corresponding to this, they have the first 4
promos - Black Arrow, NeekerBreekers, The Iron Crown, and Fury of
the Iron Crown (on which Angelo
Montanini has accidentally been replaced with the name of Angus
McBride).
Finland: With only METW releases,
there are no promo cards or specialties
in this country. Funny language!
Italy: Same as Finland above. I was
in Milano in the Italian publisher’s
main store, but there were only English
promos for sale.

Netherlands: Best cover art on Wizards boosters - Balrog vs Gandalf by
John Howe! All promotional cards
have a golden symbol inside the picture window “In de Ban van de Ring.”
Besides Black Arrow, NeekerBreekers, The Iron Crown (which is a
bit unuseable without marshalling
points) and Fury of the Iron Crown,
there is a black border Fatty Bolger.
Since all Dutch cards have the original English names, this is the only
black border Fatty that specifically
names Fatty Bolger.

Brazil: I have no new rumors about
this edition. It was in preparation last
year (1997) as “Brazilian Portuguese
edition.” Maybe anyone out there
knows?
Spain: In Spain there are four major
languages: Castellano, Vasco
(Basque), Gallego and Catalan. All
Spanish promos are printed in all four
versions. Castellano versions were
printed first, and the other three afterwards. Because Castellano is the basic
language, the full set of regular cards
were printed in this language. Spanish

The Netherlands also boasts the nicest
looking promo in the world: John
Howe’s “Test of Form” (starters
cover). It too has the gold stamp on
the front.
I know of only one Dutch misprint the first print run of METW limited
edition contains Lure of Nature with a
picture of Daelomin. They say that
this card was deleted from the second
print run, and it seems that now there
are no Lure of Natures in the Netherlands.

edition holds second place on the market right after the English edition since
it sells in some countries of South
America. It’s funny to see boosters of
“La Mano Blanca” (White Hand) in
Argentina. Quattro - set of promos
contains: Black Arrow, NeekerBreekers, The Iron Crown, Fury of the
Iron Crown, blue bordered Fatty, Ireful Flames, Wolf-riders, and Deadly
Dart.
Wolf-riders has new art by Spanish
artist Julio Das Pastoras. The next interesting piece is Ireful Flames. This
card has different card text that its
English counterpart because “Llamas
Iracundas” was printed first and Spanish editors had access to previous
“alpha” text that was changed at the
last minute to the English version we
all know.
The “alpha” text, saved only in Spain,
reads: “Short-event. Playable on a
character facing a strike from a fire of
a Dragon’s Breath. +2 to the firestrike’s prowess. If target character is
wounded but not eliminated, one item
(of his choice) he bears at this time is
removed from the game; if he is eliminated, two items are removed from the
game.” Do you like it now?

Japan: Japanese MECCG is a benjamin in the family. At this time only
METW (both limited and unlimited)
and METD have been released with
(as we say in Czech Republic)

(Continued on page 8)
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Card Primer: Promotional Cards and Misprints (cont.)
(Continued from page 7)

[Editor’s Note: English card texts for
these nine promos appear at the end of
this article.]

Another surprise waits for you in a
Starter set box. Escape, Barrowwight, Boromir, Quickbeam, and
Dark-Quarrels all have nice new illustrations by Julio Das Pastoras and
Vincens Lujan. Bormir II is a bold
attempt at domestication of Tolkein’s
Anglo-Saxon mythology in Spanish
children’s eyes; he looks just like a
true gypsy baron with an earring in
his ear.
There are some miscellaneous mistakes in this edition, e.g., Lure of Nature has only one corruption point,
and Frodo does not have the diplomat
skill. The minion Goblin-gate is distributed as a promo, probably for the
same reason as the French version of
Merry. The Arkenstone and Catch
and Elusive Scent are in preparation
for release.
Germany: The last, and the best.
Germany is a story for itself. Not
only do Germans have the best quality
of print and colors, but they also have
the most promo cards of any language
edition. The basic ones are still the
same: Black Arrow, Neeker-Breekers,
The Iron Crown, Fury of the Iron
Crown, Dick Bolger (black border

The idea for these cards came from the
US - I think. ICE has wanted for some
time to release these booster boxes in
English with 2 copies of each promo
in each box, for a total of 18, not 9.
But the grim situation of MECCG in
1998 proposes a possibility that the
boxes #3211 will not see the light of
day.

Fatty), and the Arkenstone. Next is
Halt’s Maul (Shut Yer Mouth) with an
added black hand on the side (direct
influence –2). Each participant of any
German tournament gets one copy of
Pick-pocket (Taschendieb) with new
art by Jo Hartwig. This was originally
the artwork for the German edition of
ICE’s board game The Hobbit.
Finally there is the “mysterious nine”,
a set of nine German-only cards that
are high priced on the secondary market. Each of these cards are included
only as a bonus in one of three different boxes full of boosters. Each box
contains the same mix of METW,
METD, and MEDM plus three promo
cards (each set of three corresponds to
the set they come with). So if you
want all nine, you have to get all three
boxes. I think everyone knows their
names, but just to reiterate:
1.

2.
3.

B o x # 1 - Sc h wer t me i ster
(Swordmaster), Das Pack vor der
Tur (A Pack At the Door), and
Zwergenaxt (Dwarven Axe).
Box #2 - Belegennon, Ringil, and
Horn der Herausforderung (Horn
of Defiance)
Box #3 - Baugur, Freca, and Wolf
(all three are agents).
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The German cards will still be interesting for collectors because all 9 pictures
are painted by Jo Hartwig and the
English versions will surely have another illustrations...if any.
Miscellaneous mistakes in “Der Herr
der Ringe” CCG are mostly insubstantial. Somebody told me that Dwarven
Ring of Barin’s (or Druin’s?) Tribe
has a picture of Durin’s Ring, but I
have not seen it yet.
If anyone has any additional information about the various promos of the
world, as well as any misprints or specialty cards, my address is:
(Continued on page 9)
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Card Primer: Promotional Cards and Misprints (cont.)
Here is the English card text for the 9
German-only promos:
Schwertmeister
(Swordmaster)
Hero resource - Permanent-event
MP: 1 miscellaneous
Description: Sage only. Playable on
an untapped sage at an untapped site
where Information is playable during
site phase. Tap the site and the sage.
Gives the sage warrior skill. If the
sage is already a warrior, he can use
two weapons (both modifiers count).
If he uses two weapons, he can't use a
shield. Cannot be duplicated on a
given character.
Das Pack vor der Tur
(A Pack At the Door)

(Continued from page 8)

Jiří Stípek
Husitska 17
130 00 Praha 3
Czech Republic
——————
Thanks to Jiří for taking all the time
and care to not only send me his
article, but to hand write it as well.
On Christmas Day, no less! Not only
that, he sent me three large full-color
pages of just about all of the promos
he refers to in this article. That’s
dedication!

Zwergenaxt
(Dwarven Axe)

Hazard Long-event

Hero Resource - Major Item
MP: 2 item
Prowess/Body: +2(+3)/Corruption: 2
Description: Weapon. Warrior only.
+2 prowess (to a maximum of 7); +3
prowess if held by a Dwarf (to a maximum of 8).

Description: Playable if Doors of
Night are in play. Each non-unique
Animal, Spider and Wolf creature may
be played in Border-lands [b], Borderholds [B] or Ruins & Lairs [R]. The
creature must be playable in a nonCoastal Sea [c] region.
Horn der Herausforderung
(Horn of Defiance)
Hero Resource - Greater Item
MP: 1(3) item
Influence: +2
Corruption: 1(2)

I’ve included as many of the cards
here as possible, but note that Jiří did
not send me every possible card. If
any of you out there know of another
promo and would like to send it in,
please feel free to do so.

Description: Unique. Hoard item. +2
direct influence. A stored Reforging
may be placed with this item to
"restore" it. Once restored, Horn of
Defiance gives 3 MP and 2 CP. If its
bearer is the first to face a strike, that
character may choose to face all
strikes of an attack. The character
faces a separate strike sequence for
each strike.

If you do want to send me information
about a promo or misrpint, please
scan the card at a decent resolution,
and email it to me using the contact
information printed on page 2 of this
newsletter.

(Continued on page 10)
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Card Primer: Promotional Cards and Misprints (cont.)
(Continued from page 9)

Wolf

Belegennon

Minion - Warrior Diplomat Man
Home Site: Edoras, Dunnish ClanHold

Hero Resource - Greater Item
MP: 2(4)
Prowess/Body: -/+1
Corruption: 2(3)

MP: 1 character
Mind/Influence: 4/2
Prowess/Body: 3/7

Description: Unique. Hoard item.
Armor. +1 body (to a maximum of
9). A stored Reforging may be placed
with this item to "restore" it. Once
restored, Belegennon gives 4 MP and
3 CP. Warrior only (restored): If
bearer chooses not to tap against a
strike, he receives no prowess penalty.
Ringil
Hero Resource - Greater Item
MP: 2(4) item
Prowess/Body: (+1)(+5)/+1
Corruption: 2(3)
Description: Unique. Hoard item.
Weapon. +1 body. Warrior only: +1
prowess (to a maximum of 8). A
stored Reforging may be placed with
this item to "restore" it. Once restored, Ringil gives 4 MP, 3 CP and
+5 prowess (to a maximum of 11).

Description: Unique. Agent. +2 direct influence against Dunlendings.

Baugur
Minion - Warrior Orc
Home Site: Isengard
MP: 1 character
Mind/Influence: 4/1
Prowess/Body: 4/8
Description:
Unique.
Half-orc.
Agent. Leader. Discard on a body
check result of 8. +2 direct influence
against Orcs and Orc factions. Agent
only: Cannot move to Free-holds [F]
and Border-holds [B].
Freca
Minion - Warrior Diplomat Man
Home Site: Edoras, Dunnish ClanHold
MP: 2 character
Mind/Influence: 5/2
Prowess/Body: 4/8
Description: Unique. Agent. +1 direct influence against Riders of Rohan
and Dunlendings.
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Card Primer: Promotional Cards and Misprints (cont.)
Below are three misprints Jiri referred to. Note the –2 DI icon on Halt’s Maul (Shut Yer Mouth), the 1
Corruption Point for Lure of Nature, and the missing Marshalling Points for The Iron Crown.
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Focus On 1: Monica Wilson of ICE
James Kight
I realize that this article is a few years
old, but I thought it prudent to finally
get it to print. Keep in mind that the
information is slightly out of date.
Monica Wilson was an employee of
ICE before moving on. Those of us
who played the game competitively
and coordinated tournaments knew her
as the event coordinator. She was the
one who handed out prizes, recorded
tournament results, coordinated tournaments, as well as a number of other
duties.
I had the pleasure of meeting her at
Origins in 1998, as well as during the
2 Icebreakers that Iron Crown put on.
Those of you who met her know she
was very nice with a healthy sense of
humor, which I can see as a requirement for the type of job she did. I am
not sure what she is doing these days.
If anyone knows, don’t hesitate to let
me know. Anyway, here is the interview.
TOMN: Tell us a little about yourself.
What school did you attend, what are
your hobbies, what’s all the personal
stuff?
Monica: I graduated from Radford
University in 1990 with a B.S. in Public Relations and a minor in English. I
love playing computer games, card
g a me s ( b u t n o t C C G 's ) a nd
boardgames.
I'm a member of the SCA, and I love
doing historical research on clothing
and dress accessories--right now I'm
really into researching 10th century
Viking culture and creating historically
accurate garb. I have a really groovy
boyfriend who produces on-line multiplayer computer games at Kesmai
(which is about 2 blocks away from
ICE).

I have 3 pet rats (yes I said rats, not
cats) named Gilligan (as in Gilligan's
Island), Rosencrantz and Gildenstern
(you know, the guys from Shakespeare's Hamlet).
TOMN: Rats? Not exactly what I
imagined when I wondered whether or
not you had any pets. I think I had
something like a doberman in mind.
Maybe that was wishful thinking. Not
to put down rats by any means…
Monica: Rats are really easy to take
care of. I would probably compare
them to lizards. You just have to be
careful not to step on them.
TOMN: When and how did you get
started with ICE?
Monica: I first found out about ICE
when I met Bruce Neidlinger's (our
CEO) wife Heike in an editing class at
UVA. A few weeks later I was fired
from a really awful job I hated, so I
called Bruce and Heike and they put
me to work!
TOMN: What were your first duties
at ICE?
Monica: My very first duty at ICE
was that of a mover...literally. For the
first two weeks at ICE I helped the office staff move their stuff to the new
offices here on Hight Street. Once we
settled into our new residence, I moved
into the Production Department and
worked on pagemaking and other editing and layout stuff. I remember the
MERP book Elves was one of the first
products I help layout.
TOMN: What are your current duties
at Iron Crown?
Monica: Currently I'm the Promotions
Director. I handle promotions, marketing, sales, event support, and our gift
trade accounts (non-gaming industry
catalogs and stores). And as many of
you know, I also head up the booth
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staff at Origins and GEN CON every
year. As is typical for all ICE employees, I do a bunch of different things,
and I particularly enjoy the variety—
otherwise I'd be bored out of my mind.
No boring corporate desk job for me!
TOMN: Somehow I can’t quite picture you ever working a boring corporate desk job.
Monica: Not hardly.
TOMN: How did the Crown's Guard
program begin?
Monica: I think Bob Mohney and a
couple of other people came up with
the idea after seeing some other companies utilizing "outriders" and other
demo folks. I’m not really sure about
the beginnings other than that. If you
want more detail, you can ask Bob.
TOMN: If you could, what would be
the biggest change that you would
make to the Crown's Guard program?
Monica: That’s easy. I would require
all Crown's Guard members to do all
their communication via email and the
internet. I would also love for us to
have a more advanced website that
would allow the Crown Guard to enter
their Player Record Results via a website form and them email them to us.
This would eliminate any need to mail
or fax paper Player Record Sheets
which have a habit of getting lost and
sometimes duplicated if they’ve also
sent in a hard copy. I love technology,
and I wish we would take better advantage of it.
TOMN: How did the idea of rings,
coins & pins begin?
Monica: A bunch of us got together
and brainstormed about what would
make cool, unique prize swag. Our
President, Pete, is a fairly creative art(Continued on page 13)
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Focus On 1: Monica Wilson (cont.)
(Continued from page 12)

ist-type guy, and I think he came up
with the idea of using the rings as
unique prizes. The Master Wizard pins
were my idea--I thought that multipletournament winners wouldn't want to
wear multiple rings, but they would
want to wear multiple pins.
TOMN: Very cool. Although, there
are many players out there who
wished they had more than one Wizard’s Ring. I myself have two, and
think it would look great with more.
Monica: Sort of like Liberace?
TOMN: Ok, so maybe that’s a bad
visual. Never mind. :-)
What is the most frustrating aspect
about being coordinator for so many
tournaments?
Monica: By far, miscommunication
and all the paperwork is my biggest
frustration. Dealing with the various
paper forms can be a real hassle. I
hope all that will change and we can
create an online system that will eliminate the paper Player Record Sheets
and the Application Forms.
Like I said before, all of that paper can
get lost really easy, especially when
you get behind, which is really easy to
do in this job. Since I wear a couple
of different hats, I don’t work on just
the tournament paperwork.
TOMN: What is the biggest change
to the gaming industry in general from
your perspective?
Monica: This past year has seen
many big changes all across the entire
industry, and as a result it seems to me
that a small number of companies garner the lion's share of the attention and
the profits. The distributors have also
had a very bad year, and as a result
many have failed and gone out of business completely.

I also see CCG's decreasing in popularity, but on the upside roleplaying is
on the upswing again--which is excellent news for our new Rolemaster Fantasy Role Playing.
TOMN: How does someone become
a Crown's Guard member?
Monica: Basically you need to talk to
Bob and convince him that you can
help ICE demo its games and increase
our player base. The Crown's Guard is
not just about being able to advertise
and coordinate tournaments, it also
about marketing ICE games and increasing the number of people who
buy and play our games. Tournaments
are a natural extension of that, but then
so are “demo days” and so on.
TOMN: What do you see in the immediate future for Iron Crown Enterprises?
Monica: We are very excited about
Rolemaster Fantasy Role Playing, and
we have plans to do more board games
and card games in the future.
TOMN: Does Iron Crown have plans
to come together with Mayfair?
Monica: What do you mean exactly?
I'm not sure I'm the best person to answer this question.
TOMN: I was just wondering if you
had plans to work more closely with
Mayfair, up to and including merging
with them. I had noticed all the products you produce with Mayfair. Just a
thought really.
What is the main push for ICE now as
far as distribution?
Monica: We are always pushing and
promoting all our lines. Diversity is
the key to our ongoing livelihood.
TOMN: With all the difficulties that
have arisen with Balrog (delays, misprints, more delays, etc.), what is ICE
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doing to prevent such things from happening again? It seems to me that
your products frequently get lost in the
mix as far as QC is concerned.
Monica: Quite simply, better planning and communication with the
printer. We’ve had a number of issues
with Carta Mundi, dating back several
sets. It’s hard to correct once you’ve
started down that path.
TOMN: If the decisions were left up
to Monica Wilson, what two things
about Iron Crown Enterprises would
you change?
Monica: I would institute a policy
that requires each employee to take a
four-week corporate-paid vacation in
the Bahamas. I would also relocate the
company to someplace like Barcelona
or San Francisco ;^)
I really enjoyed Barcelona when we
were at the World Championships. I
hope we have more events overseas.
—————–
Thanks to Monica for taking the time
to answer my questions. Regardless
of what she is doing these days, I am
sure it is something interesting.
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Card Review: Gangways Over the Fire
Gangways allows a Balrog player to
move more than once each turn, adding 1 to the number required to move
with each additional move. Basically,
for every movement hazard phase
you’ve already had this turn, add that
number to the number required to
move between Under-deeps sites.
This can even affect moving to a surface site.

James Kight
Until very recently, I had not had a
real chance to sit down with the Balrog cards and construct some sort of
deck. Even taking the time to read all
the cards a number of times did not do
much to help them really sink in.
With the World Championships coming up, I thought it was my duty to
explore this alignment, and find out a
little more about it.
As I began to put a deck together, I
noticed one card in particular that
struck me as really good. I remembered awhile back how good everyone
had said it was, and figured that it was
time to see just how good was good.
Gangways Over The Fire
Minion Resource Permanent-Event
Balrog specific. At the end of its
movement/hazard phase, each of your
moving companies may attempt to
move with Under-deeps movement to
a new site they have not used yet this
turn. Another site card is played and a
movement/hazard phase immediately
follows. Subtract the number of complete movement/hazard phases the
company has taken so far this turn
from its Under-deeps movement rolls.
You may start the game with this card
in lieu of playing a minor item. Cannot be duplicated.
With minor items, minions were
blessed with a really good one with
Foul Smelling Paste. Since the card
can be discarded to heal any character
from wounded to well without the requirement of tapping a character, it is
a really good starting card for most
companies that travel a lot.
Gangways can start in play in lieu of a
minor item, and normally that would
be a hard decision to make. But it is
such a good card that it is simply a
matter of getting the best card for your
money. If you plan on moving quite a
bit, there is no reason not to start with

this card in play as a minor item. You
can support it with Foul Smelling
Paste, Strange Rations, and Orders
from the Great Demon, or whatever
fits your deck style.
My particular deck started with 2 leaders, so I chose Orders From the Great
Demon. I had Umagaur, Bolg, and
Doeth as a starting company, with
Bolg going under Umagaur’s direct
influence. Both Umagaur and Bolg are
leaders, and Orders From the Great
Demon allows you to start with both.
Most Balrog decks begin at the UnderGates, but there are plenty of reasons
for starting at Moria also: Stinker, Orcs
of Moria, etc. Anyway, if you have
this card in play, where you begin is
not as important as how fast you can
get to where you need to be.
Before I get too deep into this discussion, let me say that The Way is Shut
is very damaging to a Balrog Player.
If you’re going to be trucking along in
the Under-deeps, you need to be prepared for this card. I would highly
suggest including 3 copies of Piercing
All Shadow. Since Bolg is a ranger,
it’s no trouble at all for him to play.

The good news is, there are a plethora
of good cards that can make this number automatic in many cases. First of
all, the Balrog himself adds +3 to the
roll you make to move. Maker’s Map
(a 2 MP permanent-event playable at
an information site) adds an additonal
+2 to your roll. Goblin Earth Plumb
adds an addition +1 to the roll, and is
a minor item to boot. Since as a Balrog player you are limited to Orcs and
Trolls, the limitations on Goblin Earth
Plumb do not affect you. And finally,
you can include up to 3 Cave Troll
allies to add +1 to the roll for each
Cave Troll in your company. If you
manage to get all that out, that’s +9 to
each roll you make to your Underdeeps movement roll.
Taking that a step further, that basically means you can move 9 times in
one turn before the numbers start to
increase above the printed figures.
So why would you want to move so
quickly, and what is the big benefit
from this card?
I’ll start with the obvious example.
Let’s say you’ve just stormed the Blue
Mountain Dwarf Hold, and have declared yourself Lord and Usurper of
the mountain stronghold. Next turn,
you’re looking for more blood. The
only problem is, The Iron Hill Dwarf
Hold is an entire continent away.
With Gangways (and some small support from the various roll helpers), it
nothing more than a breeze to make it
there. Let’s assume you have a rea(Continued on page 15)
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Card Review: Gangways Over the Fire (cont.)
(Continued from page 14)

sonable amount of help on the board.
The Balrog is out (obviously), and he
has with him a Maker’s Map (+2), and
a Cave Troll (+1). That’s +6 to your
Under-deeps rolls.
Assuming your rangers are ready with
Piercing All Shadow, you move from
The Blue Mountain Dwarf Hold to the
Drowning Deeps with +6 to your roll
for a required roll of 0 since you’ve
played Breach the Hold on the Drowning deeps. You decide to keep trucking to the Under-Vaults. Your roll is
now 3 (8 normally, -6 for your bonuses, +1 for having moved once). No
sweat. You make it ok, and continue
to The Under-Leas. Your roll is 1 (5
normally, -6 for bonuses, +2 for moving twice), which is automatic. You
then move to the Wind-Deeps. The
required roll is just 2 (5 normally, -6
for bonuses, +3 for moving three
times), just as automatic. Why stop
now? We head to the Rusted-Deeps,
needing just a 6 (8 normally, -6 for
bonuses, +4 for moving 4 times),
which while not automatic, is better
than the normal 8. Now you can begin
another siege of the Dwarves. We
moved 5 times, and with the right support, the rolls are very manageable.

One of the great things about Gangways is how versatile it is, even if you
don’t make your roll. Since Gangways
lets you move as many times as you
like, you can continue to move even if
you fail a roll, just as long as it’s not
the same site.
If you’re sitting at the Iron-Deeps, and
fail your roll to head to the UnderVaults, you can still try to make it to
the Under-Leas with a –1 penalty to
your roll (since a failed move does
count against your roll). If you happen
to make it to the Under-Leas, and then
fail your subsequent roll to head to the
Under-Grottos, you can try to make it
to the Under-Gates instead, and so on.
As long as there are alternate paths to
travel, Gangways can give you the
bridge to make it through. Keep in
mind that failed rolls count against
your subsequent tries to move, and can
add up quick.

One question brought up recently (and
a good one too) is whether or not
Rats! would affect the Balrog. Since
most if not all the sites a Balrog would
move to are Under-deeps, Rats! would
be very playable. The only other requirement would be that the company
had a minor item in play.
That’s one of the great things about
the Balrog and the cards he uses to
start the game. They are played in
lieu of a minor item itself would prevent the play of Rats! on a Balrog
player. Gangways is one of these
cards, as is Orders From the Great Demon, and so on.
Gangways is a great card to get your
“gang” going under the earth. There
are plenty of reasons to include it in
your Balrog deck, including the fact
that it affects all of your companies,
not just one. Not bad for a card that
takes the place of a minor item to give
you basically a moving sidewalk.

Balrog Map for moving in the Under-deeps

Granted, that is an extreme example,
and there are bound to be creatures as
well as other hazards, but we draw
cards each time we move. As long as
we build our decks to support Gangways, it becomes worth its weight in
gold.
Another use for Gangways is to hunt
down your opponents in case they are
sitting at a surface site of one of your
Under-deeps sites. Since moving up
to the surface counts as Under-deeps
movement, you can move just as far.
You can move from Mordor to Angmar in no time, and pop up to fight
hero companies or other minions, influence things away from them with
Mine or No One’s, or whatever other
mayhem you can think of.

B# - R# - W# — The #’s indicate the difficulty of moving between adjacent Under-deeps sites.
B# is for Balrog players, R# is for Ringwraith players, and W# is for Wizard players.
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MECCG Quiz: How well do you know MEDM?
James Kight
Welcome to another edition of the
MECCG Quiz. This issue’s quiz
deals exclusively with MiddleEarth: Dark Minions. That means
that the answers can only come
from the Dark Minions set, even
if you think another card from another set better fits the question.
I’ve decided to do away with the
multiple choice answers and just
ask the questions. This should
make it a bit tougher, but not too
tough. The answers are on page
41. Here are this issue’s questions:
1. How many agents can move to
a hero haven as printed on their
card?
2. How many agents have at least
3 skills?
3. What is the only Special Item
worth more than 6 MPs when
stored?
4. Which ally has the warrior
skill?
5. Name the card that allows characters to tap in support of an influence attempt.
6. Which resource card specifically increases the hazard limit?
7. Based on printed numbers,
which Under-deeps site is the most
difficult on average to reach via
other Under-deeps sites?
8. Which site is the only one that
has Marshalling Points?

9. Name the only character released for the MEDM set.

23. Which is the only corruption
card that is also a dark enchantment?
24. Which card cancels Ford?

10. Which creature can legally be
returned to your hand without the
use of other cards or effects?

25. Which card cancels Bridge?

11. Which is the only agent that
has Dunharrow as a home site?

26. Which card cancels Secret
Passage?

12. Which card duplicates Undead
automatic-attacks?

27. Which item gives +2 to body
and +3 to direct influence?

13. Which agent has Bag End as a
home site?

28. Which resource only triggers
its effect when a card is discarded?

14. What is the greatest number of
legal actions an agent can take during one movement hazard phase?

29. Which resource removes dark
enchantments?

15. Which hazard card specifically
boosts Giant attacks?
16. Which capture card forces a
character to discard all items, including any ring items he is carrying?
17. Name at least two of the three
agents that have no direct influence.
18. Which hazard specifically removes the sage skill?
19. Which hazard gives your opponent 2 item MP’s?
20. At how many Under-deeps
sites can gold rings be played?
21. Name the only non-haven site
in Wold & Foothills.
22. Which hazard removes card
from play?
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30. Name the only resource than
can cause an opponent to look
through his deck?
31. Which corruption card is
played on a character whose company is facing a Dragon attack?
32. Which resource card requiring
a sage untaps Border-holds or
Free-holds?
33. Which item is playable only at
The Lonely Mountain
34. Which item can be used
against Traps?
35. Which Stolen Knowledge card
is worth 4 MP’s when stored?
If you get stuck, the answers are
on page 41. I hope this issue’s
questions challenged you a bit.
Next issue: Lidless Eye quiz!
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Game Preview: Decipher’s Lord of the Rings™ TCG
James Kight
As you are all aware by now, Decipher
was granted the game license to the
Lord of the Rings world, both for
TCGs and for the Roleplaying Game.
Decipher has handled large licenses
before, producing many TCGs for
both Star Wars and Star Trek.
I spoke with Chuck Kallenbach of the
TCG Studio in Decipher about the
game. (Game credits are on page 44.)
TOMN: How did Decipher go after
the gaming licenses (ccg, & rpg) for
The Lord of the Rings?
Chuck: Decipher is always pursuing
the most epic and grand subjects for its
licensed projects. We have been producing games based on Star Trek and
Star Wars since 1994 and 1995 respectively. The Lord of the Rings is a story
that any company would be happy to
tell. For us (the design team), it was
the single best opportunity and what
we wanted to work on more than anything else. I know we've been pursuing
this property for a long time. Working
on Austin Powers CCG with New
Line helped us develop the great relationship we have with the movie studio.
TOMN: How much did the revocation of that license from ICE (and their
subsequent demise) contribute to Decipher's decision?
Chuck: I don't believe that was much
of a factor. We pursued the license
based on Peter Jackson and New Line
being able to do the movie, and we
realized what a tremendous opportunity this was for our company.
TOMN: Describe if you can your
working relationship with Tolkien Enterprises (TE) and New Line Cinema.
Do you have more contact with New
Line, or with TE?

Chuck: Most of our contact is with
New Line, although we have had to
clear some things through Tolkien Enterprises.
TOMN: What were some of the
things that you had to clear with
Tolkien Enterprises?
Chuck: Naming conventions and lore
sources.
TOMN: Since you will be using
movie stills (based on your past history
with the Star Wars CCG), do you get
material directly from the movie, or
are there other shots you've been
granted? (Promo stills, etc.)
Chuck: Since we do have a fine relationship with New Line, we have received all kinds of images, including
movie stills, set photographs and
scenes that have been cut. Such photos
as prop shots and on-set photography
are very helpful to us in creating and
expanding the story through the TCG
experience. So we will be able to show
some things differently than they appear in the movie, at least from a new
angle or more of a close-up.
TOMN: With the approach of releasing sets movie by movie, do you still
have the option of drawing material
directly from the books themselves or
even from your own suppositions?
Chuck: Our first duty is to be true to
Peter Jackson's epic movie trilogy.
Since our license is for six years with a
possible five-year extension, I'm sure
that after the first three years of expansions, we will embrace other subjects.
TOMN: Speaking of other opportunities beyond the movies, do you have
the option to dip into the Silmarillion
for any card game expansions? I
mean, since the focus of the movies
(and the game) is the One Ring, I'm
sure that wouldn't be too easy, but
there are curious players out there.
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Chuck: We do not currently have the
rights to produce work from The Silmarillion, although we do have the
rights to produce work from The Hobbit.
TOMN: Having the luxury of a prior
version of a Middle-Earth CCG to
look at, as well as prior ccg experience, what was your approach to making this particular ccg?
Chuck: We created The Lord of the
Rings TCG to have its own focus and
flavor.
Whereas the previous
MECCG was a game that provided the
whole of Tolkien's Middle-earth for
exploration, our game is focused on
the story of the movie (and books).
TOMN: Being a playtester and an
avid player of ICE's MECCG, I have
had the opportunity to look at the
game firsthand, and was quite surprised at the look and feel of the
game, particularly in relation to the
stark difference between the two.
Was that a matter of necessity, choice,
or happenstance?
Chuck: Our design philosophy is to
provide a gaming experience unique
to each licensed property. There is no
"house system" for TCG design at Decipher. Each of our card games takes a
fresh look at the license and the story
and we hope provides mechanics and
gameplay to make that experience enjoyable.
TOMN: Since the story of The Lord
of the Rings is pretty familiar to everyone (like Star Wars), I would imagine that the lion's share of your burden
would be the mechanics of the game
itself. What was the most important
decision about mechanics that you felt
would make or break this game?
Chuck: We decided to include two
innovative mechanics to set this game
apart from all other TCGs. One was
(Continued on page 18)
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Game Preview: Decipher’s Lord of the Rings™ TCG (cont.)
(Continued from page 17)

the adventure path, an indeterminable
route into the unknown that changes
with every game played. And the
other was the twilight pool, a unique
resource system whereby one player
provides resources that are used by
other players in the same turn.
Of course, our art department made
every effort to provide the most beautiful card templates they have ever
done (and that's definitely saying
something). The look of the cards will
be exciting and new for both collectors and players.
TOMN: ICE's approach was to include a "fixed pack" in every deck to
account for the necessary cards right
out of the box. A few years ago you
released the Jedi Pack and the Warp
Pack for Star Wars and Star Trek respectively to accommodate for certain
deck building hardships. Early releases of Star Wars suffered greatly
from the Mr. Suitcase syndrome
where the most powerful cards were
also nigh-impossible to get without
spending a great deal of money. Since
the game will be collectible, do you
have any idea how you will package
the game? With the huge potential of
players out there (both experienced
and Tolkien fans), what will Decipher
do to avoid having to release more
"Packs"?
Chuck: The starter decks for The
Lord of the Rings TCG provide all the
cards a new player needs to get started
in the game. The game has a rarity
system that is friendly to both the collector and the player. Players will find
the cards they need to make decks
without too much trouble, and collectors will be provided with a full parallel foil set to pursue.
TOMN: You've stated that your plan
is to release a set of cards with each
movie. Do you plan to release any
smaller supplement sets between the
movies?

Chuck: Yes. Each movie release will
be accompanied by a larger set of
about 360+ cards, but in between these
sets will be two smaller expansions of
about 120 cards apiece. All card counts
are approximate at this point.
TOMN: Do you plan to release any
promotional cards?
Chuck: Our The Lord of the Rings
TCG League will feature promotional
cards available only through participation in the program. I'm sure other promotional opportunities will present
themselves along the way. For instance, we're planning exclusive cards
to be used as prize support for the
Tournament program.
TOMN: Do you plan to release any
starter sets" like you've done in the
past? (Two opposing pre-con decks)
Chuck: While we do have plans to
release a pre-constructed starter with
every expansion, we don't currently
have plans for a two-player starter set.
TOMN: Most if not all tournament
settings encourage a 2-player format.
Since you are actively designing this
game to work well with more than 2
players, will there be any multi-player
tournaments?
Chuck: Absolutely. Of course, a
multi-player format takes longer than a
2-player format, so this kind of tournament probably won't have the same
widespread acceptance. But we do plan
to support that.
Chuck Kallenbach II
Game Designer, TCG Studio
Thanks to Chuck for taking time out of
his super busy schedule to answer my
questions. From what I have seen, the
designers are doing everything they
can to make the LotR TCG the best
they can. Here are some of my comments on playtesting and the game.
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Super-Early Preview of
The Lord of the Rings TCG
Having had the luck of being selected
as a playtest for Decipher, I (along
with a few other lucky players) was
invited to attend an initial playtesting
event at Origins 2001 in Columbus
Ohio. That took some planning as it
was my future wife’s birthday that
same weekend, so I managed to make
a full weekend out of it.
My first impression of the game after
looking at the cards for a bit was how
different (yet similar in some respects)
the game is to MECCG. Because the
game is limited to images from the
film, the game boundaries are necessarily narrow for the first release, and
will grow as the movies are released
as well as beyond the films.
There are two types of players, and
each person becomes one or the other
during the course of the game. During Player 1’s turn, he is called the
Free Peoples Player (or FPP, originally called the Fellowship Player).
His opponent is called the Shadow
Player (SP). When Player 1 completes his turn, the roles reverse. In a
multiplayer game, the SP can be one,
some, or all of a FPP’s opponents.
The two most prominent new mechanics are the adventure path and the twilight pool. When playing a twoplayer game, the adventure path is
made up of sites that the two players
have. If more than two players are
competing, the adventure path is made
from every player’s sites (potentially).
I might bring sites that benefit me,
and someone else might bring sites
that hurt his opponent. Just about
every site has game text that affects
the game one way or another. The
adventure path eventually goes from 1
to 9. The object of the game, therefore, is to get Frodo with The One
Ring from site 1 to site 9 without being killed or corrupted.
(Continued on page 19)
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Game Preview: Decipher’s Lord of the Rings™ TCG (cont.)
(Continued from page 18)

There are many obstacles in your way
as you move, and those obstacles and
your characters are closely linked by
the other new mechanic, the Twilight
Pool (TP). As I mentioned before on
the METW mailing list, I think this is
one of the most innovative new CCG
mechanics in years. Everything you
do and everything you face either
feeds into or feeds out of this Twilight
Pool. For example, if you were to play
a certain card as a FPP, you would add
the cost of the card to the TP in the
form of tokens.
As the SP begins to play his cards to
try to stop you, he removes the amount
of tokens from the TP that relates to
the cost of the card or effect he is playing. As you can see right away, the
FPP is in direct control (somewhat) of
his destiny. If he plays a lot of cards,
chances are the TP is high in tokens
(meaning the skies are darkening, and
his is getting easier to find). The SP
then has an easier time of deploying
his minions to find and destroy the
FPP, and specifically, Frodo.
Again, my first impression was how
different the game played than
MECCG. After having playtested it
more, that doesn’t make either game
better or worse, just different. First of
all, MECCG is a much more strategic
game than LotR TCG to begin with.
However, Decipher has been very hard
at work designing varying amounts of
complexity into the current set as well
as laying the groundwork for future
expansions, both in terms of new cards
and new mechanics. MECCG covered
a much broader area of Middle-Earth
from its initial release, and became
more inclusive of other aspects of
Middle-Earth as the game went along.
Eventually that became somewhat of
an albatross, as potential players
shunned the game because of its complication factor. MECCG is known as
one of the most complicated CCGs

ever published. LotR on the other
hand, has a different approach. LotR
TCG concentrates just on the first
movie (The Fellowship of the Ring),
with a few steps outside that line of
demarcation. As subsets and movies
are released, the potential for greater
depth grows.
David Rice (another playtester) was
able to attend GenCon, and brought
news of the planned release schedule
for the LotR TCG sets and expansions.
Here is the information he brought
back:
The Fellowship ot Ring - November 2001
Mines of Moria - March 2002
Realms of the Elf-lords - July 2002
The Two Towers - November 2002
Battle of Helm's Deep - March 2003
Ents of Fangorn - July 2003
The Return of the King - November 2003
Siege of Gondor - March 2004
Mount Doom - July 2004

As you can see, each initial release
corresponding to the movie is followed
by two smaller releases, expanding the
ideas presented in the larger set.
One great thing about playtesting is
watching the growth of the game, and
at how much Decipher really listens to
the playtesters. This was one of the
things that bugged me about MECCG.
I always felt that the playtesting was
lacking in its scrutiny.
Decipher wants to make the game
playable, fun, and give the advanced
player some depth as well. It’s a much
more difficult task than was given to
MECCG. MECCG came out fully
loaded, and made no bones about its
complicated structure. LotR TCG has
a different line it is walking. It should
appeal to both the casual player as well
as the true Tolkien fan. On one hand it
must present a playable game that
keeps rules simple, and presents the
story as shown in the movie. On the
other hand, it must contain enough
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depth to interest the advanced players
enough to want to continue playing it
after the initial release. On yet another
hand, it must try to attract those who
are simply collectors. From what I
have seen, they are doing a heck of a
job juggling these three angles.
I’ve seen some of the final art and templates for the cards, and they are visually stunning. Kudos to Decipher for
giving the cards such a kick-butt visual
appeal. I hope they look as good in
print (and in my hand) as they did on
screen.
The cards will come in 63-card starter
decks (2 different ones), 63-card deluxe
starter deck with more included, and
11-card booster packs. According to
Decipher, there will be over 360 different cards in the first set. Some appear
only in starter decks, some in starter
sets, some in boosters only, and many
more in all three. Of the 350 different
cards, 121 will be rare, 121 will be uncommon, 121 will be common, a couple will be fixed from the starter decks
and deluxe starter sets, and 5 are premium cards available only through
league play. Another tidbit to interest
the collector is the fact that Decipher
plans to include a bonus foil card in
some of the booster packs. As Decipher has explained it, “The entire basic
set is available as a parallel foil
set.” (This does not include the fixed
cards nor the 5 league only cards.
As with the first release of Star Wars,
certain personalities and items will not
appear in the initial release of LotR
TCG, presumably to help promote the
subsequent supplement sets. Two notable exemptions are both Gollum and
The Balrog. There has been talk of
releasing The Balrog as a promo or
league card, but that is pure speculation
at this point. That’s all for now. I’ll be
sure to give more information as the
release date approaches.
(Credits appear on Page 44.)
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Deck Tip: Spell Cards Part 1
James Kight
With the release of Middle-Earth:
Lidless Eye, spell cards came into their
own. ICE had laid the groundwork for
minions with the agents in MEDM.
Certain agents can cast Shadow-Magic,
Sorcery, or Spirit-Magic.
However,
Wizards (Avatars) have been able to cast
spells since the first set.
This article will go over some of the
uses of spells available to both Hero and
Fallen-Wizard companies. I’ll go spell
by spell and give my comments, and
include a card or two that work with
spells at the end as well as general
comments. Part 2 (minion spells) will
be covered next issue.
Sacrifice of Form
Influence: +1, Prowess/Body: +1/+1
Spell. Wizard only. All of the strikes
from one attack against your Wizard's
company fail; +3 to any body checks
made to determine if the attack is
defeated. Discard the Wizard (i.e., he
becomes unrevealed) and any non-item
cards he controls. Place any items he
controls under his card and keep these
off to the side (these items are
considered to still be in play). If the
Wizard is put back into play, return his
items to him and place Sacrifice of Form
with him. Wizard receives +1 to his
prowess, body, and direct influence.
May not be duplicated on a given
Wizard.
One of the all time utility spells. There
are not that many spells that can save
your wizard’s bacon like this one.
Sometimes used defensively, Sac of
Form can also spell doom to Dragon
manifestations as well as Nazguls and
Balrogs. Great for King Under the
Mountain decks. Can also be used to get
The White Wizard out. Tip: Try to
hang on to this card until you get another
copy of your wizard in hand, or until
absolutely necessary. When your wizard
leaves play, you lose a lot of power.
Also, a great way to keep items from
being influenced or corrupted away
since they are in play, but not targetable
as they are off to the side. Because this

card is played after strikes are assigned,
it’s a great way to draw out an
opponent’s big creature with a tapped (or
wounded) wizard. Let him gleefully
choose your weak characters, and then
pop this spell off and smile gleefully
back as you sacrifice your wizard for big
marshalling points. A great way to
quickly heal a wizard when he’s
wounded as well as get him back to a
haven to store any items he’s carrying.
True Fana
Spell. Wizard only. Before resolving an
attack against the Wizard's company,
make a roll (or draw a #) and add the
Wizard's prowess to the result. If the
total is greater than the attack's prowess,
all of the attack's strikes fail (if the attack
has a body, make body checks to
determine if the attack is defeated).
Otherwise, the attack proceeds normally.
Wizard makes a corruption check
modified by -3.
True Fana is a nice spell, and has a few
clarifications in the CRF that help it out
nicely. Weapons count in the prowess
total for your wizard, as do any other
card or effect that boost prowess for
attacks. Any card that boosts prowess
against a strike however (Risky Blow),
do not count. This is a nice spell to use
when you want to keep your wizard out
and to protect your other characters, or as
a precursor to a spell like Sac of Form,
but it’s not as powerful as Sac of Form
since it doesn’t reduce the attack’s body.
Also, if used against agents, it does not
allow agents to get a dice roll to add to
their prowess. This is a great way to kill
otherwise tough agents like The
Grimburgoth and so forth. Fallen-Alatar
can recycle this with Huntsman’s Garb.
Vanishment
Spell. Wizard only. Cancels an attack
against the Wizard's company. Wizard
makes a corruption check modified by 2.
Vanishment is solid cancellation, and is
great protection for tapped companies.
The minimal corruption check is no
concern for wizards like Radagast or
Gandalf. Great for all decks.
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Wizard’s Fire
Spell. Wizard only. +5 prowess for the
Wizard against one attack. Wizard
makes a corruption check modified by 4.
While I can see that +5 would be nice to
have against a strike, the –4 corruption
check is too much to ever consider this
card worth playing unless you’re
playing with nothing but spells. This
coupled with the fact that Wizard’s Fire
only affects one strike makes it a very
weak spell at best.
Wizard’s Flame
Spell. Wizard only. All attacks against
Wizard's company suffer a -2
modification to prowess for the rest of
the turn. Wizard makes a corruption
check modified by -3.
One of the more underrated spells,
Wizard’s Flame can spell death to
combo cards like Two or Three Tribes
Present, and even extends its usage
through the site phase. It gives each
character in the company a much better
chance of surviving a multi-strike attack
(Watcher in the Water, etc.), especially
when those other characters are hobbits
or squeebs like Anborn, Arwen,
Annalena, etc.
Works great in
combination with other spells like True
Fana, Sacrifice of Form, and so on, just
be sure to time the play of this card
right. Play it in response to the play of
Sac of Form or True Fana, not in
reverse.
Wizard’s Laughter
Spell. Wizard only during opponent's
site phase. Automatically cancels an
influence check against one of the
Wizard's player's characters, followers,
factions, allies, or items. Wizard makes
a corruption check modified by -2.
For Hero and Fallen-Wizard alignments,
Wizard’s Laughter is one of the few
spells that I would say is a staple in
every deck or at the very least, in every
sideboard. Example: if your opponent is
playing Elrond, get this card ready as
(Continued on page 21)
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Deck Tip: Spell Cards Part 1 (cont.)
(Continued from page 20)

soon as you can. Very frustrating if you
haven’t gotten your wizard out. The
near-requirement of this card in every
deck speaks to the power of influence,
especially when you aren’t ready for it.
One nice thing about this card is that you
can wait until the very last moment to
play it, letting your opponent waste his
influence helpers like New/Old
Friendship, A Friend or Three, and so
on. Just be sure to play it before the dice
are rolled.
Hint: Make an indication that you have
this card in your hand when your
opponent is influencing, and watch your
opponent hold out on playing some of
his influence cards.
Wizard’s River-horses
Spell. Wizard only. All Nazgul events
are discarded or cancels an attack against
a Wizard if he is the only character in the
company. Wizard makes a corruption
check modified by -2.
This one of my favorite cards because of
its versatility.
If your wizard is
wandering around by himself, this serves
the same purpose as Vanishment, and
has the same corruption check. As an
added bonus, it can be used to wipe the
table of Nazgul. If you’re missing a
Marvels Told and there are a number of
Nazgul permanent-events out that can
hurt you (Adunaphel, Ren, Khamul,
Uvatha, etc.) and you smell a combo
brewing or if you want to play your own
Nazgul, use this card as a broom to
sweep the table of Nazgul. This ability
is even better because it can be played
during the organization phase to counter
those Nazgul before they are even an
issue. Fallen-Radagast can even recycle
it with his Pocketed Robes.
Wizard’s Test
Spell. Wizard only, and only if a
character in his company has a Gold
Ring. Play to test a Gold Ring; make
two rolls (or draw two #'s) and choose
one result to use for the test. Wizard
makes a corruption check modified by 1.

Wizard’s Test is and has been the staple
spell for One Ring (or other Ring) decks
for the longest time. Three things make
this spell better than the other ring tests:
1. There are no modifiers to the roll
like Test of Lure. Very important
when you need a high roll for The
One Ring.
2. You get two rolls to choose from.
No other test gives you that.
3. Does not require a sage, which
helps Radagast or other non-sage
decks.
Fallen-Gandalf can recycle this card with
The Grey Hat.
Wizard’s Voice
Spell. Wizard only. +6 to direct
influence for the Wizard for the rest of
the turn. Wizard makes a corruption
check modified by -3. May not be
duplicated on a given Wizard.
Another often overlooked card, Wizard’s
Voice can be a great backup for
influence if your wizard is busy with
followers, or if you want to make
absolutely sure than you influence
something. The fact that this extra
influence lasts until the end of the turn is
a great boon, and can effect the use of
cards like Flatter a Foe. Fallen-Pallando
can recycle this card with Pallando’s
Hood.
Wizard Uncloaked
Spell. Wizard only. Return all hazard
permanent-events on characters in your
Wizard's company to opponent's hand.
Wizard makes a corruption check
modified by -2.
Wizard Uncloaked is a great antipermanent event spell that gets rid of
cards like corruption of all kinds, Foolish
Words, Stormcrow, Memories Stolen,
anti-fallen wizard cards like Cast From
the Order, Cruel Claw Perceived, Mask
Torn, Inner-Rot, and so on. Best played
nearer to the end of the movement/
hazard phase to avoid the same cards
coming out again that turn, and will also
force your opponent to choose which
cards to discard when he gets clogged up
with the cards you’ve removed.
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Wizard’s Staff
Greater Item
MP: 3 item
Influence: +2
Prowess/Body: +2/Corruption: 2
Description: Hoard item. Weapon.
Only a Wizard may bear this item. +2 to
direct influence and +2 to prowess. +2 to
any corruption check required by a spell
card. Tap bearer at the beginning of your
end-of-turn phase to take one "spell,"
"ritual," or "light enchantment" from
your discard pile into your hand. Bearer
makes corruption check. Cannot be
duplicated on a given Wizard.
Though not a spell, Wizard’s Staff can be
a great help to spell-flinging wizards in
need as it helps spell corruption checks,
and recycles spells. Three things hamper
it’s use:
1. It’s a hoard Greater Item, so you
need to travel to a dangerous
dragon site to get it. Although
you can use one of your snazzy
spells to get rid of that pesky
dragon.
2. Requires that you tap your wizard
to recycle cards, and during the
site phase to boot. Aren’t you
normally tapped by then?
3. Gives 2 CP itself, and the
corruption check to use it can be
dangerous since its corruption
helping ability doesn’t extend to
its own use. Weak.
Wizard’s Staff is non-unique, so if you
can store it or use Staff Asunder against
an attack, you can get another one.
Here’s a nice trick: use Staff Asunder to
break your staff (and automatically store
it) against a dragon auto-attack, then tap
and get another Wizard’s Staff for your
efforts.
I hope my explanations of these spells
has given you some insight as to their
usage and playability. Next issue, I’ll go
into detail with minion spells. With three
categories of spells to choose from
(Shadow-Magic, Sorcery, and SpiritMagic), there is a lot to cover.
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Marc Gacy: Survival Rolls in MECCG
Marc Gacy
Having played in a sealed deck
tournament with Theoden and Adrazar
as faction gathering starting characters
taught me a valuable lesson. Low body
really stinks. Just how badly does it
stink? I'll provide a couple of
illuminating examples, much as Julian
Wilson did in his excellent previous
articles on the nuances of dice rolling.
My examples have a decidedly darker
flavor, as in: What do you do when the
chips are down and you KNOW
something bad is going to happen?
Many of the seasoned veteran players
probably already know this intuitively,
but quantifying it for us casual players
can be useful.
Let's look at the first example:
A hobbit, an elf and a Barrow Wight.
Sam and Gildor are on their way to the
Barrow Downs where they meet a
terrifying Barrow Wight! Oops. That's
the first simulation problem. I forgot
that the Barrow Wight is not playable
at the Barrow Downs. Let's try that
again. Sam and Gildor are on their
way to Sarn Goriwing where they
meet a terrifying Barrow-Wight!
Having no cancellers or enhancers,
things don't look too good for our
intrepid heroes. Against Gildor at 5/7,
Gildor needs to roll a 7 (12-5) to tie
and an 8 (12-5+1) to beat the 12
prowess Barrow Wight. Against Sam,
things look even worse. Sam, at 1/9
needs an 11 (12-1) just to tie it and a
12 (12-1+1) to beat it!
This looks pretty obvious. Gildor
should take the strike. Gildor has a
58.4% chance of tying the strike and a
41.7% chance of defeating the strike.
Not great but decent, right? Hapless
Sam, however, has only an 8.4%
chance of tying the strike and a
horrendous 2.8% chance of actually
defeating it.

But wait! Is it more important that you
defeat that Barrow Wight for 1MP, or
is it more important that both these
guys live to see the next round? If it is
more important to make it alive to the
next round, the situation changes
somewhat.
Let's reverse the percentages and
include body checks to see what
happens. Gildor has a 41.7% chance of
FAILING the strike. With a 7 body,
his opponent has a 41.7% chance of
subsequently killing off Gildor.
Multiplying these two percentages
together (0.417 x 0.417 = 0.174) yields
a 17% chance that Gildor will take an
earlier trip to the Undying Lands than
he had anticipated.
Hearty Sam, however has whopping
91.7% chance of FAILING his strike.
With a 9 body, his opponent has only a
16.7% chance of evening the score
after old Tom rescued them last time.
Multiplying these two percentages
together (0.917 x 0.167 = 0.153) yields
only a 15% chance that Sam is no
longer standing after the fight. Sam
actually has a better overall chance of
surviving that strike than Gildor does!
And to think that Sam was impressed
when he met Gildor and finally got to
"see an elf." It seems they were
overrated somewhat.
Now let's look at our second example:
The roaming son of Denethor.
Let's assume you want Boromir to be a
prime fighter, yet still keep him around
as long as possible, say, to influence
Men of Anorien when they pop up.
Knowing that Boromir takes a real
fondness to any little trinket he is
given, you want to maximize the effect
for as little corruption as possible.
Thus you want to give him either a
Dagger of Westernesse or a Shield of
Iron Bound Ash as his starting item.
For long term survival, which is the
better choice (ignoring for now the
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shield's special ability)? With the
Dagger, Boromir is a deft 7/7 against
those who would assail Gondor's
finest. With the shield, he is a more
cautious 6/8.
Let's look at one particular nasty he
could face: a Rain Drake at 15
prowess. Should Boromir go for the
jugular with his dagger, or take the
brunt with his shield? The reckless 7/7
Boromir has a 58.3% (15-7) chance of
getting wounded and a 41.7% chance
of failing his body check. This comes
out to a (0.583 x 0.417 = 0.243) 24%
chance of missing the jugular and
getting chomped.
The cautious 6/8 Boromir has a higher
72.2% (15-8) chance of failing his
strike and more sensible 27.8%
chance of dying. This comes out to a
(0.722 x 0.278 = 0.201) 20% chance
of getting knocked down through his
shield. So it seems that if you want
Boromir to attend the Free Council at
the end of the turn, discretion is (or
was) the better part of valor.
Interestingly, the preferred course of
action actually reverses if Boromir is
facing a Cave Drake instead of the
Rain Drake, but I'll leave that as an
exercise using the chart on the next
page.
At this point allow me explain the
accompanying charts on the following
page. The first charts are fairly
straightforward with the percentage of
the listed condition happening. The
second chart multiplies the % chance
of being wounded by the % chance of
failing the body roll to determine the
% chance of a character getting killed
against a certain strike. Whole
numbers are used to simplify the
visual effect.
Note that <1 indicates a small but
finite chance that a character will be
killed by a strike.
(Continued on page 23)
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Marc Gacy: Survival Rolls in MECCG (cont.)
(Continued from page 22)

Finally, let's look at our third (rather
more complicated) example:
An
assassin stalks Stormcrow in Rohan.
Gandalf (6/9) has just sauntered solo
into Rohan to chat with Theoden and
his Riders. Wormtongue has hired an
Assassin (3 strikes at 11/-) to take him
out. What are the chances that the vile
scum succeeds in eliminating one of
the Istari?
Against the first strike, Gandalf has an
83.3% chance (11-6) of at least tying
the first strike. Assuming he ties/
defeats each strike, he drops to a
72.2% chance (11-5) against each
subsequent strike. If he fails a strike
and lives, Gandalf’s prowess drops by
2 and his body drops by 1. From the
table, the chances he will be killed by
the first strike is 3%. Therefore, he has
a 97% chance of surviving that first
strike. Assuming he defeats both the
first and second strike, he has 5%
chance of dying from each subsequent
strike, corresponding to a 95% chance
of surviving each strike. If we multiply
these together we get a net (0.97 x
0.95 x 0.95 = 0.875) 88% chance of
survival, or only a 12% chance of
dying.
Why doesn't it seem to work out that
way? Probably because he gets
wounded on the way. If Gandalf is
wounded on that first strike (and he
has 16.7% chance of doing so) his
chance of dying on subsequent strikes
increases to a whopping 12%, only an
88% chance of survival. For all three
strikes, this comes to (0.97 x 0.88 x
0.88 = 0.751) or only a 75% chance of
survival. A 25% or 1 in 4 chance of
losing your wizard is not something
most players take lightly.

My examples obviously ignore many
of the dynamics of the game
concerning subsequent attacks, the
necessity for remaining untapped and/
or unwounded, although the Gandalf
example touches on them slightly.

Basic Percentages Table
∆P

%D

%T

%W

B

%P

%F

1

100

100

0

1

0

100

2

97.2

100

0

2

2.8

97.2

3

91.7

97.2

2.8

3

8.3

91.7

4

83.3

91.7

8.3

4

16.7

83.3

5

72.2

83.3

16.7

5

27.8

72.2

6

58.3

72.2

27.8

6

41.7

58.3

7

41.7

58.3

41.7

7

58.3

41.7

8

27.8

41.7

58.3

8

72.2

27.8

9

16.7

27.8

72.2

9

83.3

16.7

10

8.3

16.7

83.3

10

91.7

8.3

11

2.8

8.3

91.7

11

97.2

2.8

12

0

2.8

97.2

12

100

0

13

0

0

100

∆P = Creature Prowess - Character Prowess
%D = % chance of defeating a strike
%T = % chance of tying a strike or better
%W = % chance of getting wounded.

B = Body
%P = % chance of passing a body check
%F = % chance of failing a body check

Table To Calculate the Chance of Getting Killed

Body

As a side example not related to the
table, assume you want those 2 MP for
the Assassin. Gandalf has to DEFEAT
each strike. His chance of defeating
the first strike (11-6) is 72.3%. Now
for each subsequent strike, assuming

These tables are not meant to dictate
character choices, but rather to
provide further insight into how
seemingly subtle changes can have
distinct impacts for the long-term
survival of your characters. So the
next time someone says to you "My
wizard ALWAYS dies against an
assassin" you can say "Well, you have
between a 12% and a 25% chance of
being right". (Please, don't say that to
anybody.) If you have any questions,
comments or corrections, please send
them to amg100@crosswinds.net.

he's tapped, his chance of rolling better
than 11-5=6 is 58.4%. This results in a
(0.723 x 0.584 x 0.584 = 0.247) or a
meager 24.7% chance of getting those
marshalling points. Pretty low. You're
obviously much better off canceling it
if you can.

2
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5
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6
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7
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8
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9
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0

3

8
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0

3

8
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0

2

7
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0

2

6
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3
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0
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0
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0

0

0

0
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Game Review: Settlers of Catan - The Card Game
James Kight
If the Knight’s Head is rolled, then
both players total the tournament
points of all their knights (indicated
by the red number next to the knight’s
head on each of their knights in play),
and whomever has the most
tournament points can freely rotate a
resource of his choice up by one, but
only if he has the space for it. If
tournament points are equal, then
nothing happens.

Last issue (#4) I reviewed Mayfairdesigned ICE-released Settlers of
Catan.
It’s a really great game.
Originally designed in Germany, it has
spawned a number of expansions,
including Seafarers of Catan, Cities
and Knights, and Spacefarers of Catan.
ICE & Mayfair worked with the
German designer to design a card
game version of Settlers of Catan, and
I think they’ve done a great job. It has
the same basic premise as Settlers, but
the Card game version is only a 2player game. There are a few other
differences, but we’ll get into them as
we go along.
To begin with, there is no board setup
as there is in Settlers of Catan. Since
there are only 2 players, each player
gets a specific set of 9 cards, to be
placed as indicated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Setup for each player.

Each player sets up with his Quick
Reference (QR) card in the middle,
and his two village cards to either side.
The QR card serves as his first road,
and joins his two villages.
The
regions are placed in the upper and
lower corners of your villages as
indicated, and can be placed in any
order. Each region starts off with 1 of
that type. As the die is rolled
and the region number
comes up, you rotate it to
indicate one more of that type.
You cannot have more than 3
of a particular type of
commodity. Any extras gained are
ignored.

Unlike the normal Settlers of Catan
board game, there are no victory points
for Longest Road, but there is for the
Largest Army. There is a
token that indicate a
Commerce Advantage
(Windmill) and a token that
indicates the Largest Army
(Knight). For a player to control the
Windmill token, he must have
at least one city, and more
commerce than his opponent.
For a player to control the
Knight token, he must have the largest
total of knight strength (denoted by the
black number next to the Iron Glove
symbol on each Knight). Both tokens
are worth 1 Victory Point each.
Another difference from the board
game and the card game is the Event
die. The event die is rolled at the
beginning of each turn along with the
regular die. There are a number of
things that could occur, depending
upon what result you get from the
Event die.
Going back to the Windmill Token, if
the Windmill symbol is rolled on the
Event die, the player with the
Windmill token is allowed to take a
resource from his opponent (rotating
his chosen region to indicate this gain
as his opponent rotates his own region
the opposite direction to indicate this
loss). This is only allowed if there is
room on the player’s region to store
this resource, and if his opponent has
the resource to take. Nothing happens
if no one has the Windmill token.
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If the Sun is rolled on the Event die,
each player acquires a resource of
their choice. If the Club is rolled,
brigands attack. Each player totals
their unprotected regions. If a player
has more than seven unprotected
regions, then they lose all ore and
wool holdings (all of their Mountain
and Pasture regions are depleted
immediately). To protect regions,
players must play (build) Garrisons
next to various
regions.
Finally,
if
the
Question Mark is
rolled on the Event
die, the player who
rolled the die flips the first card in the
Event pile (cards with a “?” symbol
on the back) and reads the card aloud.
The card takes effect immediately,
and then is returned face down to the
bottom of the deck.
Returning to setup and play, after each
player has set up his cards as indicated
in Figure 1, the development cards are
separated into 4 face down stacks
depending on the symbol on the backs
of the cards.
They are: roads,
settlements, cites, and regions. Then
the expansions cards are shuffled and
placed face down into 5 roughly equal
stacks. Next, shuffle and place the
event cards (with the “?”) face down.
You should now have 10 stacks of
cards, as shown in Figure 2.
(Continued on page 25)
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Game Review: Settlers of Catan - The Card Game (cont.)
Expansion Cards (5 stacks)

Events

Roads

Cities

Settlements

Regions

Figure 2: Card Stack Setup

(Continued from page 24)

Determine randomly which player is
going to go first. That player then
builds his starting hand by choosing
one of the expansion stacks and selects
3 cards for his starting hand. The
other player then chooses a different
stack and does the same. Both players
should return the stack face down in
the same order. When you choose
your starting cards, it is important that
the card order is not changed
otherwise.
Now you are ready to begin the game.
The first player rolls both the Event
d i e a n d t h e P r o d u c t i o n d ie
simultaneously. Effects of the Event
die (as I covered earlier) occur first,
and apply to both players. All region
cards with the same number as
reflected on the Production die are
then rotated to reflect that they have
just “produced” one of that type of
resource. Always make sure that the
number on the bottom of the region (as
it faces you) reflects the number of
that type of resource available.
Then the current player can take one
or more of the following actions in any
order he wishes:
1. Play one or more action cards (yellow
cards)
2. Trade resources
3. Play Expansions (green or red cards)
4. Expand principality with developments
(roads, cities, etc.)

Note: You cannot play an action card
unless both players have at least 3
victory points.

Action cards are expansion cards with
yellow text fields. Playing an action
card does not cost any resources to
play, and you can play as many action
card as you like during a turn. Once
played, action cards are removed from
the game.
The action (& expansion) cards are
probably the most obvious difference
between the card game and the board
game. There are action cards that steal
resources, eliminate knights, destroy
buildings, force favorable trades, steal
cards, and so on, including counters to
some of the aforementioned cards.
The other non-expansion cards (roads,
cities, settlements, and regions) are
simply there for you to purchase when
you wish to use the resources available
in the regions you have shown on the
table. Each settlement is worth 1
Victory Point (VP), and each city is
worth 2 VPs. In order to build beyond
the two settlements you begin with,
you can either build a city on your
settlement (the city card is placed on
top of the settlement), or you can build
a road next to one of your settlements
and then build another settlement.
You must build roads between
settlements, and cannot build two
roads together.
Unlike the board
game, cities do not double resource
production.
The expansion cards are the ones that
you will replenish your hand with each
turn as you play other cards. That
happens at the end of the turn.
Expansion cards can include Green
Expansion Cards (can be used with
either Settlements or Cities), and Red
Expansion Cards (can only be used
with cities).
The Green Expansion Cards include
units (knights, fleets, etc.), and
buildings (Brick Factory, Sawmill,
etc.). Once played, expansion cards
cannot be moved. If removed from
play, it can then be placed elsewhere if
you happen to get them back or draw
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another similar expansion. Unless it
states otherwise, you place your
Green Expansion cards directly above
or below your City or Settlement
(they will go between two regions).
While in its position, the Green
Expansion card will affect all adjacent
areas and all diagonally situated cards.
Example: If you play a Brick Factory
in between say, one of your Hill
regions and one of your Pasture
regions, the Hill region would
produce 2 Brick each time that
number is rolled (remembering that
any production over three is ignored).
So it pays to use or trade the resources
that you know will produce double.
These Expansions are how the card
game gives certain resources double
the production instead of using Cities
like the board game.
The great thing about this game is the
number of other Expansions that have
other effects on the game. Green
Expansion examples: Abbey (hold an
extra card in your hand), Fleets (for
various resources, e.g. Grain Fleet,
Brick Fleet, etc. Allows 2 for 1 trade
of the name resource to another
resource of your choice), other
buildings that double production of
other resources (Grain Mill, Woolen
Mill, etc.), Knights (for both the
Largest Army token and the
Tournament result on the Event die),
and Garrisons. Garrisons protect the
two adjacent regions, which no longer
count toward your unprotected region
total (see Club result on the Event
die).
Green expansion cards do not give
VP’s, but some of them can give
Commerce Points, which count
toward your Commerce total to
determine which player has the
greater Commerce Advantage (and
therefore the Windmill token).
(Continued on page 26)
Commerce
Symbol

Victory Point
Symbol
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Red Expansions offer even more
choices. One of the benefits of having
a City is that Cities can hold two
Expansions above it, and two below it
instead of just one like the
Settlements.
All of the Red
Expansions are buildings, and have
many effects on the game. There are
cards that give commerce, and cards
that give victory points. Each will be
denoted with the appropriate number
and type of symbol. Example: the
Marketplace card gives 2 Commerce
Points (CPs).
Placing Expansions can become
important as you develop your
principality. Try to maximize the
placement of your expansions since
you are not allowed to move them
once placed. If you are playing a
Brick Factory next to a city, obviously
you are wanting at least one Hill
region nearby, and if you’ve
developed beyond the beginning setup,
it’s very possible to have two Hills
together, both supported by the same
Brick Factory.
Some examples of Red Expansions
include: Aqueduct (worth 1 VP,
protects all of your regions from the
Plague action card), Library (1 VP,
you can hold one extra card in hand),
Merchant Guild (worth 4 CP), Church
(1 VP, protects all Knights and Fleets
in that City from Civil War action
card), and Colossus of Catan (worth 2
VP). There are plenty of other Red
Expansion cards, each giving a
variation on the VP/CP theme. A hint:
most of the Red Expansions require
ore, so develop that once you’ve
established your city.
You can trade resources with your
opponent at any time during your turn.
Between you and your opponent,
anything goes as long as you both
agree on the trade. If you wanted to
trade your opponent 3 ores for one of
his wood, I’m sure he would gladly do

so if he needed ore. However, if he is
already filled with ore, there would be
no reason for him to make that trade.
There are no limits on trade, as long as
you have room to add the resources
you obtain.
You can also trade resources within
your own principality. You can trade
three identical resources to obtain one
resource of another type. Some of the
various Merchant Fleet cards improve
this rate to 2:1. You cannot move likekind resources between the same
regions. This is not considered a trade.
Once you have ended your turn, you
replenish your hand back to three cards
(modified by any hand bonus cards)
prior to giving the dice to your
opponent. There are two ways of
replenishing your hand:
1. You can select the top card from
one of the five expansion stacks.
or
2. You can pay two resources of
your choice (they don’t have to be
the same resource), select one of
the expansion stacks, and then
look for the card of your choice.
After putting the card in your
hand, place the stack back on the
table without shuffling or
changing the order of the stack.
If you are replenishing more than one
card, you can choose either option for
each card selection. Once you have
replenished your hand, you cannot take
any further actions. The dice are
passed to your opponent, and your turn
is over.
If you do not have cards to replenish,
you can choose one card from your
hand and return it to the bottom of an
expansion stack. You may then select
a new card using either replenishment
method described above.
You win the game if - during your
turn - you are the first player with 12
victory points (instead of 10 like the
board game).
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The Settlers of Catan Card Game (or
SOCCG as I like to call it) is a great
pickup game for both new Catan
inductees and experienced players
alike. If you’ve played the board
game, the transition to the Card Game
version is minimal. It’s just a matter
of remembering that the premise is the
same, but the mechanics are different.
Since both players have exactly the
same basic setup, there is much less of
a chance of a player getting bad
region numbers as can happen in the
board game. Each number of the die is
represented, so there is balance at the
start of the game. What you do with
what you get is another matter.
Having played both versions, my
current favorite is the card game
version. It’s very easy to setup, and is
easy to teach. It comes with a 28 page
rulebook that has a card almanac in
the back to give everyone familiarity
with the cards.
There is an expansion planned for the
card game due out this fall. The
expansion will feature themes that
each player chooses to use. Themes
include: Wizards & Dragons, Politics
& Intrigue, Trade & Change, Knights
& Traders, and Learning & Progress.
Give it a try, it’s a great game,
especially if you don’t have enough
players for a full Catan board game.
The difference is worth trying out.
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Focus On 2: Brian Wong
James Kight
With the new movies coming out and
the new Decipher game on the
horizon, I was thinking the other day
about how long MECCG has lasted
after ICE’s demise. This can primarily
be attributed to all of the dedicated
fans out there as well as the
coordinated efforts of a select few.
One of those who has dedicated
himself to the preservation of MECCG
is Brian Wong. Brian is a Cannuck
who has spent a number of years
floating in the top tier of players and
who is now serving on the fan
supported Council of Elrond, the
world ruling body of MECCG.
I’ve had the pleasure of playing Brian
once or twice, and can always expect a
solid game. He is a super nice guy
who truly gets as much enjoyment
from every match. I also had the
pleasure of interviewing him recently.
TOMN: When did you start playing
MECCG?
Brian: I started playing since it's first
release. I was heavily into Magic at
the time and my brother, who got me
into Magic, was really excited about
the anticipated release of MECCG.
I was a bit hesitant with the added
expense of a second game but finally
agreed to get enough to build two
decks and play the same ones like a
board game once in a while. Not long
after, I dropped the game filled with
people with bad attitudes and went
head first into the world of MECCG.
Ironically enough, my brother "can't"
play anymore because of his wife. ; P
TOMN:
What is your current
involvement with MECCG?
Brian:
I still play casually and
competitively but mostly over the
internet with the NetMECCG interface

(Thanks Mike Collins!). I support the
continuation of MECCG play through
my volunteer work as a member of the
player-run Council of Elrond world
governing body as well as the Official
NetRep.
Oh, incidentally, Montreal will be the
4th consecutive MECCG World
Championships that I will have
attended.
TOMN: How did the Council of
Elrond begin, and how did you become
involved?
Brian: The final announcement of
the demise of ICE kind of woke up the
players. It was now apparent that there
was a larger need for the players to
take responsibility of promotion of
MECCG. The MECCG Mailing List
was the brewing place for the idea of a
player elected Council to take over
what the ICE-run Council of Lorien
used to do: promote the game and
organize international play.
The player-run concept had already
been implemented in some countries
when the game companies that
licensed MECCG in their respective
companies decided that they didn't
want to support the game and its
players anymore. Concepts were
borrowed from these bodies along with
ideas from the MECCG Mailing List
and the 9 elected members of the
Council of Lorien (CoL). I happened
to be one of the members lucky
enough to be elected to the first sitting
of the Council of Elrond and have been
proudly serving on it for almost two
years now if I recall correctly.
TOMN: Since MECCG is effectively
dead, how do you explain the
continuing appeal of MECCG?
Brian: It's an excellent game that has
no equal, but I would have to attribute
most of the credit to the players. Not
only do the players have the
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commitment to keep the game alive
but it's also the same players that draw
other players to rejoin the game or
stay with it. MECCG players are a
different crowd. They tend to be more
mature and respectful regardless of
their age while still keeping the
youthful enthusiasm you would only
expect from a gamer. Also, the fact
that Tolkien is eternal sure doesn't
hurt. Ever watch "Godzilla Meets
Bambi"? I'd like to see "Balrog Meets
Pikachu".
TOMN: Do you think the new
movies will generate a new interest in
MECCG?
Brian: I sure hope so. Realistically, I
believe that the MECCG numbers will
grow with the movie release. The new
game will create new players and
draw some from current games,
including MECCG, but it will also
revitalize old players and collectors
who have a decent amount of
MECCG already but don't want to buy
into a new game. It is my thinking
and hope that they will reminisce
about the good 'ol days of MECCG
and dust off their old cards. It is this
potential stampede, or mini-stampede
at the very least, that the Council of
Elrond and related Councils must be
prepared for.
TOMN: What in your opinion was
the greatest factor contributing to the
downfall of ICE?
Brian: I heard that it was mostly due
to a lawsuit or fine related so some
guidebooks that ICE produced before
MECCG that hurt them the most
financially. If this is true, then
MECCG was just a crutch to help
them fr o m that br o ken leg.
Unfortunately, this crutch could have
been planned and built better. It's got
a great paint job and works great but it
can't quite support the entire weight of
an ailing game company.
(Continued on page 28)
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TOMN:
What is your favorite
alignment to play?
Brian: I like all alignments just like I
like all flavors of ice cream. The thing
is, I usually play non-hero decks in
constructed tournaments because, like
vanilla ice cream, I see hero decks too
often and just feel the need to get
some variety out there for me and my
opponents.
TOMN: If you could design another
set of cards for MECCG, what theme
would it be, and what sorts of cards
would you like to see in it?
Brian: I am still excited about the
thought of the proposed War Hosts
expansion. I'm not too concerned
about using factions in a different way,
although it's a cool concept. Wim
Heemskerk had some really good
ideas along those lines. What I would
really like to see are the large scale
army battles incorporated somehow.
Maybe factions battling each other
r a t h e r t h a n y o u r o p p o n e n t 's
companies.
TOMN: What is the greatest strength
of MECCG?
Brian:
I would have to say the
traveling component, the likelihood of
theme concepts, and the artwork.
TOMN:
weakness?

What is it's greatest

Brian:
Being the victim of poor
planning, playtesting, and
management.
TOMN: In the CCG Hall of Fame,
where do you put MECCG? (Top 10)
Brian: If I was to use enjoyment as
the measuring tool, which I should
since it is a game, I would place
MECCG as #1.

TOMN:
Give us a little bit of
background infromation about you
(school, work, family, hobbies, etc.) .
Brian: I have a degree in Human
Kinetics which I will soon turn into a
teaching career. I currently work in a
bike shop so contrary to rumors, no,
I'm not independently wealthy. I have
a long term girlfriend who is gracious
and realistic enough to share time with
MECCG, ice hockey, cycling, skiing,
traveling, cooking and (believe it or
not after you meet me in person or see
a photo) eating.
TOMN: What is the most underrated
MECCG card?
Brian: Morannon. ;)
TOMN: What is the most confusing
card?
Brian: Fate of the Ithil-Stone is one
among many.
TOMN: Name your favorite character
to play, and why.
Brian: Aragorn a.k.a. "Target-boy". I
always harass people, in jest, who play
with him because I always manage to
kill him off. The funny thing is, when I
play with him, he usually survives so
that I have more fuel to taunt those
same people, in jest of course.
TOMN: What exactly is the Guild of
Crippled Masters, and how does one
become a member?
Brian: The Guild of Crippled Masters
is an exclusive group of hard core
MECCG'ers who happen to be great
friends and a group of genuinely great
guys. It was originally created at
Nationals at GenCon three years ago
by Oskar Silow and myself. Chris
Cable is the Grand Pooh Bah of The
Guild.
Why "Crippled Masters"? Well, way
back when the CoL North American
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Championships was held in Toledo,
Ohio, Chris Cable was generous
enough to open up his big hotel room
to a bunch of die hard MECCG'ers
who needed a place to crash. One
night, I returned to the lot of them
rolling on the ground laughing their
asses off, literally. They were
watching this extremely cheezy,
dubbed, Chinese martial arts movie
called "Crippled Masters".
The following year, Chris decided to
invite the same group of individuals
who shared that room in Toledo to his
room in Milwaukee, WI for
GenCon and the Council of Lorien
Championships. The invitation had a
certain "Crippled" flavor to it. Oskar,
who was visiting me at the time, and
myself decided to cook up some
special t-shirts and a motto. Thus, The
Guild of Crippled Masters was born.
As for membership, it is only
available through an invitation from a
current member with approval of a
senior Guild Member. Look for us at
all MECCG events. You never know
how far our influence extends. Those
who wish to view the sacred movie
need only ask. I'm sure there will be a
copy somewhere in Montreal.
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Computer Software Review: Jim Montanus & MECCG
James Kight
Back in 1998, Jim Montanus was
working for Legend Entertainment
(Wheel of Time Computer Game,
Spellcasting 101, etc.) and had the idea
to make MECCG as a computer game,
much like Micrprose’s version of Magic
(as Jim has explained belore). Quite a
few obstacles lay before them and
production, and unfrotunately, it never
made it to production. However, I have
had the pleasure to give the deckbuilder
a try (albeit still an alpha version) and I
must say it’s potential is astounding.
Considering the complications of
MECCG, it’s no small wonder that with
a one man team consisting only of Jim,
the AI would prove to be very costly,
time consuming, and very difficult. I
did interview Jim back then, and never
got the chance (until now) to feature that
interview in one of my newsletters.
Those of you who have seen Jim’s
creation know it is truly a labor of love,
and many, many hours of blood, sweat,
and tears.
In thanks to Jim for providing me with a
great card image database as well as
many other tidbits, I give you the article
Jim wrote himself back then, followed
by my interview, and some images from
Jim’s very hard work.
———————————————
Jim Montanus
I love games, all types of games: Board
games, cards games, video games, I love
them all. I’ve never been much of a
gamer, however, since serious gaming is
a hobby that requires far more time than
I’ve ever been able to afford. As a result,
I have two bookcases at home that are
full of games that never get played. I
have had much more satisfying gaming
experiences, however, once I was
introduced to the joys of computer
gaming. I now have three additional
bookcases that are full of computer
games, all of which have been played.
And the computer game that I play the
most is the MicroProse adaptation of

Magic: the Gathering, even though I
rarely play the card game. Here’s what I
think are some of the advantages the
computer adaptation has over the
original game, listed in descending order
of importance to me:
• Less setup time is required. You
don’t have to search through boxes
to find the cards you want to use, and
you don’t have to come up with deck
ideas on your own.
• You can play more games more
quickly.
• You can play late at night, at home,
by yourself, when everyone else is
sleeping.
• The computer can teach you how to
play, and it enforces legal play. All
ambiguous interpretations and
confusing combinations have been
properly resolved and are
consistently handled.
• You can save a game and resume it
later, without having to leave the
game spread out on a table.
• You can try different deck ideas, or
different play strategies, without
wasting a human opponent’s time.
• You can learn and practice game
play without fear of pressure from an
impatient human opponent.
• There’s less bookkeeping and
overhead to keep track of since the
computer will do that for you.
• You don’t have to own the cards you
include in your deck.
The reason I’m explaining this is that I
want you to understand why I’ve spent
the past two years working to create a
computer adaptation of the Middle-earth
Collectible Card Game. I love the game.
It’s a wonderful, complicated, rich,
confusing game, and I desperately want
to play it. Whenever I want. Whether or
not anyone else is available to play.
Quickly, without much setup time.
Without the hassles of having to consult
tables, errata, or rulings. With the
satisfaction of knowing that when I’ve
finished, I’ve played the game from
beginning to end legally. I want to
create a computer version of MECCG
because I want to play a computer
version of MECCG.
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Fortunately, I work for Legend
Entertainment Company, and we just
happen to make computer games.
(Callahan’s Crosstime Saloon, John
Saul’s Blackstone Chronicles, and The
Wheel of Time are Legend games that
I’ve worked on recently.) So we
submitted a proposal to Iron Crown
Enterprises and learned that we were
one of several companies that were
interested in creating a computer version
of the game.
After a lengthy evaluation process, we
won the technical assessment and earned
the right to pursue the computerization
effort. Unfortunately, Iron Crown was
not in a position to fund such a project,
so instead we have been submitting
proposals to various publishers for the
past year.
Although these proposals have elicited
strong interest, we have unfortunately
not yet landed the project. We are
continuing our efforts, however, and
have recently started talking to another
publisher, Hasbro. Since Hasbro owns
MicroProse and the rights to the
computer version of Magic: the
Gathering, we believe Hasbro is a good
match for this project.
The following table summarizes the
major events that have occurred to date
for the project and our attempts to find a
publisher for the game:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

April 1997 - Iron Crown originally
contacted
May 1997 - Proposal submitted to
ICE
August 1997 - Legend wins
Technical Assessment
January 1998 - Wizards Starter Set
prototype developed
February 1998 - Art for METW,
METD, and MEDM integrated into
prototype
March 1998 - Proposal and
prototype demonstration submitted
to Microprose
July 1998 - Proposal and prototype
d e mon st r a t io n sub mi t t ed t o
(Continued on page 30)
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Mindscape
January 1999 - Deck Editor added
to prototype
9. February 1999 - Proposal and
prototype demonstration submitted
to GT Interactive
10. April 1999 - Proposal submitted to
Hasbro
8.

One component of our proposal is a set
of screen mock-ups that depict what
game play might look like.
Unfortunately I did not have any
professional artists available to me at the
time, so I had to make the screen mockups myself.
Although I am not a professional artist
and I was not able to create a
tremendous interface design, I did have
the wonderful MECCG art to work with.
As a result, I was able to create a set of
screen images that are informative and
beautiful, and I wanted to include one of
them here. Please keep in mind that I
made this mock-up almost two years
ago, and since the details of the user
interface design continue to evolve and
change, the final design will be much
different from what is shown here in
Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Proposal User Interface Mock-up

Although it may be difficult to tell, it
shows Legolas facing a strike from Bert
after having played a risky blow. (At this
point Elladan and Gimli are displayed
bold because they can tap to support the
attack.)

Work on this prototype has progressed
little since the integration of the card art.
One notable exception has been the
inclusion of card data from new sets.
Each time a new set has been published

Although I am pleased to pursue this
project, writing proposals does little to
satisfy my desire to play MECCG. So,
sometime late 1997, I started developing
a programming architecture that was
flexible enough to support the expanding
MECCG rule system, and began
entering an enormous amount of card
data into the computer. I did this mostly
as a proof of concept to verify that my
technical approach could handle the
complexity of MECCG. This proof of
concept went so well that by the end of
the year I had a functional prototype of
the game, which could be used to play
both sides of the sample game that was
published by Iron Crown as the
Wizard’s Starter Set.
At this point Iron Crown supplied the
artwork for the first three published sets,
and I integrated them into the prototype.
You can see a screen shot of the
prototype to the right (Figure 2).

Figure 2 - Prototype
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(Continued on page 31)
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Figure 3 - Deck Editor
(Continued from page 30)

I have integrated the card data from that
set into the prototype.
Although functional, this prototype was
far from visually impressive, so I
decided to extend it to include a deck
editor with a more attractive user
interface. Again I was limited to creating
my own art, and I was also limited to the
set of fonts which I had available.
Nonetheless, I was able create a
functional deck editor that is shown in
Figure 3.
So although no contract has been
awarded, I’m proud to say that an
enormous amount of work has already
gone into the creation of a computer
adaptation of the MECCG. The current
status of this development effort is
detailed below:
• Data for all cards published to data
have been entered (from Middleearth: The Wizards through Middleearth:The Balrog, including
promotional cards)
• Art for the first three sets have been
integrated (METW, METD, and
MEDM)

• A rules engine has been developed
which currently supports:
− Loading deck files
− Selecting starting characters, items,
and events
− Card drawing, playing, and
discarding
− Turn phases
− Healing and untapping
− Organizing companies
− General and direct influence
− Prowess, body, mind, and direct
influence modifiers
− Bringing characters into play and
removing characters from play
− Starter and standard movement
− Hazard limit determination
− Playing of hazard creatures and
keying attacks to regions, sites,
region types, and site types
− Canceling attacks, assigning strikes,
canceling strikes
− Successful, ineffectual, and
defeated strikes
− Dice rolls, modifying dice rolls,
resolving combat
− Entering the site
− Automatic attacks
− Bringing resource allies, factions,
and items into play
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− Performing influence checks
− Many cards from the Wizards
Starter Set have been implemented
• A deck editor has been developed
which includes:
− Loading and saving deck files
− Image view of cards
− Name view of cards
− Data view of cards, which is user
configurable to show only desired
data, and can be sorted on any field
− Configurable list of cards, which
can be filtered by selecting filter
criteria
− Assists deck building by showing
only available cards which are legal
− Enforces legal deck construction by
showing which selected cards are
illegal
− Supports inventory of cards
− Contains card description text from
the Wizard’s Player Guide
• Major functional areas still missing
include:
− AI
− Networking
− User interface
− Card implementation
That summarizes the history and status
of the development on the computer
version of MECCG, so let’s move onto
answering some of question James
posed to me:
TOMN: How did you get to working
with ICE?
Jim: I was very fortunate to contact
ICE at a point when they were
performing an evaluation on the
proposals for the work that I wanted to
do. Since they had already started the
evaluation, I was very pressed for time
and had to create our proposal very
quickly. I suspect that my diligence and
enthusiasm in creating the proposal in
such a short amount of time favorably
impressed Iron Crown. Other factors
that led to Iron Crown wanting to work
with us include my knowledge of the
product, Legend’s superior reputation,
and our technical approach to the game.
My main contact with Iron Crown has
(Continued on page 32)
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been John Curtis, and I appreciate the
support and encouragement that he has
provided. I look forward to working
more closely with him and others at Iron
Crown once this project becomes
funded.

I would love to include would be
Christina Wald, Ted Nasmith, Rob
Alexander, John Howe, and Angelo
Montanini. I recently had the opportunity
to purchase the Hero version of Thror’s
Map, and it proudly hangs on my living
room wall at home.

TOMN:
art?

How did you get to use the

TOMN: What would this computer
version do?

Jim: In 1996, Iron Crown contracted a
company called Forge Interactive to
create a CD-ROM based add-on package
to the MECCG called The Middle-earth
Digital Companion (MEDC). It was
intended to be an on-line reference guide
to all the published card sets and would
allow you to inventory your cards, assist
you in deck construction, teach
newcomers how to play, and as an added
bonus, it would contain video of
interviews with various artists whose
artwork was used in the game. Sadly,
this project was abandoned in 1997
when the sets were being published
faster than MEDC could be updated.
The assets for MEDC were supplied to
Legend to assist in the creation of a
prototype game which could be used to
attract interest from publishers. Since
then, I have had the privilege to work
with Forge Interactive on Legend’s most
recent game, John Saul’s Blackstone
Chronicles.

Jim: Ideally, the computer version
would allow you to do everything you
can do in the real game. We would limit
the game play to two players, either
against the computer AI or another
human opponent via the Internet. The
card set would initially be restricted to
Middle-earth: The Wizards, and we
would add more card sets later. The
implementation of MECCG will be very
similar to MicroProse’s implementation
of Magic: the Gathering, but instead of
including a Shandalar portion of the
game, I want to focus more on adding
on-line reference capabilities and tools
for deck building.

(Continued from page 31)

TOMN: Can you supply any of this
art to MECCG fans?
Jim: No, this art is copyrighted and it
is not available for general distribution.
The artists who created this art deserve
(and legally require) reimbursement for
the use of their work. This art could only
be made available as part of a
commercial software product, to recoup
the cost of the artists’ licensing fees.
TOMN: Will there be any new art in
the game?
Jim: Personally I hope so. I’m a big
fan of the existing art and I would love
to commission some new art for the
game. I’ve talked to Audrey Corman and
Quinton Hoover about the idea and they
were both enthusiastic. Other artists that

TOMN: How can the computer
version improve on the game?
Jim: Although movement through
Middle-earth is one of the coolest aspects
of the game, it is also one of the most
frustrating and time consuming tasks,
especially for newcomers. This is
perhaps the single-most compelling
reason for computerization of the game.
The Middle-earth map will not only be
used as a tool for selecting new sites, but
also as a reference to show all the sites
having a certain site type, at which sites
certain resources are playable, where the
various companies are located, how the
Under-deeps correspond to their surface
sites, all sites having the same nearest
haven, etc.
Probably the second most important
benefit that the computerized version
will provide is the enforcement of rules. I
have heard numerous stories of players
and even judges who did not properly
know and interpret the rules for the
game. A computer version would not
only provide a teaching mechanism for
how the rules should be interpreted, but
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it could also be used as a reference for
determining how a play should be
resolved.
TOMN: How does this version differ
from the freeware product NetMECCG?
Jim: The MECCG community owes
Mike Collins a big debt of gratitude for
his work in creating NetMECCG. For
the uninformed, NetMECCG is a
windows-based program for assisting
two people to play a game of MECCG
remotely. It behaves as a virtual playing
field, and while it contains complete
card data and maps of Middle-earth, it
does not enforce legal game play, nor
does it allow play against the computer.
The game I am developing is
fundamentall y desi gned around
enforcing legal game mechanics and
supporting play against the computer.
There is overlap only in the aspect that
both games will contain remote twoplayer support. While I would be open
to some sort of collaboration with Mike,
I expect the two products could not be
merged since they serve two different
audiences. On the other hand, we may
be able to work out a deal where we
distribute both games together as
distinct but complementary products.
TOMN: Will this computer game be
based on MECCG or LORE?
Jim: That is a question I can’t
definitively answer since there are too
many unknowns. I haven’t seen the
rules to LORE yet, and I’m sure the
publisher will want to influence this
decision based on which they believe
would be most profitable. Initially I was
very excited about the creation of a
simplified version of the game, since I
agree that MECCG needs to be
simplified to entice the casual player,
and it also meant that my job as a
programmer would get easier.
The little that I’ve read about LORE,
however, suggests to me that it will
remain a very complicated game with
the most complicated parts (agents and
on-guard cards) removed. This saddens
me since I feel they are missing large
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Computer Software Review: Jim Montanus & MECCG (cont.)
(Continued from page 32)

areas available for simplification that
would speed up game play and enhance
the gaming experience. Any feature that
does not enhance gameplay, or requires
setup or record keeping should be
ruthlessly simplified. Examples include
allowing any two decks to play against
each other, eliminating the step of
selecting starting characters by starting
with your Avatar instead, providing a
mechanism for easily removing your
sideboard cards out again after playing,
eliminating the numerous exceptions to
criteria for successful dice rolling,
cleaning up the ambiguity in the
wording of the rules, etc.
I actually have a strong confidence that
LORE will be a very enjoyable game to
play, but I am doubtful that it will
accomplish what it needs to. As a result,
my personal preference is to program
MECCG, since I believe the computer
version will facilitate game play to the
point that the simpler LORE version will
not be necessary.
TOMN: What has been the hardest
part of the project?
Jim: The AI is definitely the hardest
part of the project. I’ve done some
preliminary investigation into this area
and I have a definite approach in mind,
but I anticipate a lot of difficult work
ahead of me in the actual
implementation. Although MicroProse
has been condemned by many for their
AI implementation on Magic: the
Gathering, I am very impressed that
they did as well as they did. While I
know there are shortcomings with their
AI, they were breaking new ground in
programming and I want to
acknowledge what they accomplished. If
nothing else, I will have a tremendous
advantage because of the increases in
computer processor speed since they
released their product.
TOMN: How will you program the
AI? For example, how does the program
know when to play a Marvels Told to
the greatest effect (taking into
consideration all the possibilities)?

Jim: Being that I haven’t programmed
the AI yet, I can’t comment with
certainty on this topic, but I’ll be glad to
explain what my current approach is.
There are typically three parts of an AI
engine: a move generator, a move tree
pruner, and a position evaluator. The
move generator creates a list of all the
possible moves and builds a set of move
trees. Apart from needing to function
very quickly, this ability is very easy to
create.
The move tree pruner is the mechanism
by which the AI decides which of the
thousands (or millions) of move
branches should be evaluated and which
are clearly inferior and should be
discarded. While this feature is much
more difficult to develop, significant
theoretical work has been done in this
area from which we can benefit. In
particular, the principle of applying the
Alpha-Beta pruning technique to the
minimax search algorithm that has been
developed for chess AI is applicable and
can also be combined with killer
heuristics to optimize the search for the
best move.
The last and most difficult part of the AI
engine is the position evaluator. The
evaluator calculates a number based on
the state of the playing field which
corresponds to a relative desirability of
making that move. One reason that this
is such a difficult part of the engine is
that it is entirely defined by the nature of
the game to which it is applied, and can
benefit the least from AI theory. The
approach I intend to use will be to based
on the advantage theory described in the
Wizard’s Player Guide, and will
incorporate evaluating cards currently in
play, cards in your hand, assessing the
advantage of playing effects now vs.
delaying play until later, and evaluating
the risk of making a certain play.
To take the example of playing a
Marvels Told, playing the card now has
the advantages of removing a target
hazard from play and freeing a spot up
in your hand. It has the disadvantages of
preventing you from playing it later
when it could potentially cancel more
than one card, tapping a sage, and
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causing a corruption check. This move
evaluation function will need to weigh
each of these factors and come up with
different results based on the actual
details of game play.
TOMN: What has been the main
stumbling block on the road to
publication?
Jim: Software publishers want to
develop games that are successful. I’m
sad to say that the publishers we’ve
approached to date have viewed
MECCG as a niche market. They fear
that since it will not appeal to the
general public, they will have trouble
selling enough copies to make a profit.
As a result they are reluctant to fund the
project. Furthermore, since MECCG is
based on work owned by the Tolkien
Estate, there are licensing fees that
reduce the potential profitability of this
product.
TOMN: How many units sold would
make this a successful product?
Jim: 50,000 full price units is a
number that would be respectable. The
publisher could easily recover their
investment with that many units.
TOMN: What can we as players do to
help this project along?
Jim: Good question, and it’s one that
I’ve been asking myself for a long time,
trying to figure out how to take
advantage of the enthusiasm of the
MECCG players. I’m afraid there is no
easy answer, however. Software
publishers are generally motivated by
making profit, and a computer version of
MECCG is not likely to be a mainstream
success since it appeals to a smaller
target audience.
I believe the project is financially
feasible, especially with the Lord of the
Rings movie coming out next year, but
the success of the computer game is
ultimately tied to the success of the card
game. As a result I want to encourage
players to continue supporting Iron
Crown, continue supporting MECCG,
and support LORE when it comes out.
(Continued on page 34)
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Computer Software Review: Jim Montanus & MECCG (cont.)
(Continued from page 33)

In the meantime I will continue
programming, I will continue submitting
proposals, and I will keep TOMN
informed of events as they happen.
TOMN:
add?

Card
Totals

Avatars

Characters

Resource
Allies

Resource
Factions

Resource
Items

Resource
Events

Hazard
Creatures

Hazard
Events

Sites

Regions

Total

METW

5
5/0/0/0

66
66/0/0/0

11
11/0/0/0

29
29/0/0

52
52/0/0

87
87/0/0

54
0/0/0/54

59
0/0/0/59

69
69/0/0/0

52
0/0/0/52

484
319/0/0/165

METD

0
0/0/0/0

5
5/0/0/0

1
1/0/0/0

3
3/0/0

18
18/0/0

56
56/0/0

28
0/0/0/28

60
0/0/0/60

9
9/0/0/0

0
0/0/0/0

180
92/0/0/88

MEDM

0
0/0/0/0

30
1/0/27/2

3
3/0/0/0

0
0/0/0

11
11/0/0

52
52/0/0

9
0/0/0/9

62
0/0/0/62

13
13/0/0/0

0
0/0/0/0

180
80/0/27/73

MELE

9
0/0/9/0

49
0/0/49/0

7
0/0/7/0

38
0/0/38

52
0/0/52

100
0/0/100

42
0/0/0/42

51
0/0/0/51

69
0/0/69/0

0
0/0/0/0

417
0/0/324/93

MEAS

0
0/0/0/0

6
0/0/6/0

6
0/0/6/0

21
6/0/15

18
3/0/15

48
14/0/34

16
0/0/0/16

21
0/0/0/21

34
6/0/28/0

0
0/0/0/0

170
29/0/104/37

MEWH

5
0/5/0/0

7
0/0/7/0

2
1/1/0/0

6
4/2/0

6
0/2/4

72
3/59/10

1
0/0/0/1

19
0/0/0/19

4
0/4/0/0

0
0/0/0/0

122
8/73/21/20

MEBA

1
0/0/1/0

8
1/0/7/0

4
0/0/4/0

1
0/0/1

3
1/0/2

46
5/0/41

4
0/0/0/4

15
0/0/0/15

22
0/0/22/0

0
0/0/0/0

104
7/0/78/19

MEPR

0
0/0/0/0

2
1/0/1/0

0
0/0/0/0

0
0/0/0

4
2/0/2

1
1/0/0

1
0/0/0/1

5
0/0/0/5

0
0/0/0/0

0
0/0/0/0

13
4/0/3/6

Total

20
5/5/10/0

173
74/0/97/2

34
16/1/17/0

98
42/2/54

164
87/2/75

462
218/59/185

155
0/0/0/155

292
0/0/0/292

220
97/4/119/0

52
0/0/0/52

1670
538/73/557/501

Anything else you’d like to

Jim: As one last bit of fluff, I thought
I’d leave you with some statistics that I
can easily generate since I have the
MECCG data on-line. Some of this may
be useful, others amusing, and a few I’m
including just because I can. Enjoy!
—————————————–

Legend: A/B/C/D

A=Hero, B=Stage, C=Minion, D=Neutral

Miscellaneous Trivia
First Card Alphabetically
A Chance Meeting

Highest Corruption Points
The One Ring - both versions (6)
The Pale Sword (6)

Last Card Alphabetically
Zarak Dum (minion)

Artist with most pieces of art
Angus McBride (94)

Highest Mind (non-Avatar)
Elrond (10)

Races
None, Animal, Awakened Plant,
Balrog, Bear, Dunedan, Dragon,
Drake, Dwarf, Eagle, Elf, Ent, Giant,
Hobbit, Maia, Man, Nazgul, Orc,
Pukel-creature, Ringwraith, Slayer,
Special, Spider, Troll, Undead,
Wizard, Wolf, Wose

Highest Direct Influence
Fallen-Saruman (12)
Highest Prowess
Khamul the Easterling (18)
Shelob (18)
Itangast (18)
Durin’s Bane (18)
Honorable Mention: Maia autoattack at Balrog version of BaradDur (24!)
Highest Body
The Witch King (12)
Witch King of Angmar (12)
Highest Marshalling-Points
Fate of the Ithil-Stone (7)
Mithril (7)
Highest Stage Points
A Strident Spawn (4)
An Untimely Brood (4)
Saruman’s Machinery (4)
Shameful Deeds (4)
Truths of Doom (4)
Will You Not Come Down? (4)

Dragon Creature (all 9)
Dragon Ahunt (all 9)
Dragon at Home (all 9)
Dragon Faction (all 9)
Cards Whose Name Has a Capital Letter
After a Hyphen
Fate of the Ithil-Stone
Geann a-Lisch
Ghan-buri-Ghan
Haud-in-Gwanur
Om-buri-Om
Ost-in-Edhil
Pon-ora-Pon
Lobelia Sackville-Baggins
Shrel-Kain

Cards With Most Manifestations
Balrog of Moria
Durin’s Bane
The Balrog (ally)
The Balrog (Avatar)

Bonus Question
Who is Gorfaur the Lame?

Starting Cards
Characters

Player
Hero

Resource Items

Stage Minion

Resource Events

Hero

Stage

Minion

Hero

Stage Minion

Hero

73

0

0

16

0

17

1

0

0

Fallen-Alatar

57

0

46

16

0

17

1

27

1

Fallen-Gandalf

57

0

46

16

0

17

1

28

1

Fallen-Pallando

57

0

46

16

0

17

1

26

1

Fallen-Radagast

57

0

46

16

0

17

1

28

1

Fallen-Saruman

57

0

46

16

0

17

1

26

1

Minion

0

0

59

16

0

17

0

0

1

Balrog

0

0

33

16

0

17

0

0

2
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New Card Set - MENM (Nine for Mortal Men) by Tobias Stapelfeldt
James Kight
Sometimes when I am putting together
this newsletter, I scan the internet,
looking for odd bits and pieces that
might fill in a space or two that I
might have left over. I was actually
looking for a Balrog Under-deeps map
when I thought to try the links on
Chris Cable’s trade site. While I was
scanning the links, I came across one
that mentioned that a Tobias
Stapelfeldt had created a whole new
set of cards for a set he called MENM
(Middle-Earth: Nine for Mortal Men)
based on the story of the rings given to
the nine mortal men that eventually
became the dreaded Nazgul.
I must say, I really like these cards.
And as I read on, I noticed that a few
of the players we know (Dave Rice,
Chris Cable, Charles Jenkins, Charles
Bouldin and others) had contributed
suggestions to aid in the creation of
these cards. Still, I had not heard of
these cards until I stumbled on this
site.
I like the idea of the cards, and for
those of you who have not had a
chance to see them, here they are. I
think you’ll enjoy them too.
I’ve included the notes that Tobias has
on his web site concerning these cards,
as well as the cards themselves. If you
have any questions about them, email
him at webmaster@glomeor.de
———————————
Tobias Stapelfeldt
Two quotes taken from adventure
modules from ICE made me and my
brother produce 40 new cards for
MECCG. With these cards a Wizard
or a fallen Wizard is able to recover
the corrupt Rings of Power out of
Barad-Dur. It is obvious: This cannot
be without trouble. So, the Nine Rings
of Mortal Men are invisible for nonringbearers and cannot be played by

them. But once in the possession of a
man or a dunadan, these artifacts can
turn into very powerful influence; e.g.
the free-holds of Gondor turn to
havens for a time or undead-creatures
follow the company with a bearer of a
"Ring for Mortal Men", because he
becomes a "Master of the Dead".
But also without playing a "Ring for
Mortal Men" the resources of MENM
aim at ring-specific-mechanism or
men/dunadan-specifics. Even a
Ringwraith or a Sauron player has
some new possibilities. Sauron wants
to take care of The Nine till The One
is found again… Like "Sacrifice of
Form" but for a Ringwraith is the card
"News of Past Realms": the
Ringwraith travels back to his former
homeland and remembers being
human. He realizes himself being a
slave of Sauron. So, with this he is
able to be "Released from the Master"
and win the game without the
audience of Sauron and to be his own
master again. But this requires a lot of
influence among the other
Ringwraiths and experience in battle
and of the world.
Another interesting point about this is,
that a Ringwraith, carrying a "Ring for
Mortal Men", turns back into a
creature of human shape, able to walk
among the free people unseen: He
counts as covert. Sauron gets
"Bolvag", his high-priest, to produce
fear and fright in Mordor, to
strengthen his power. Not only being a
great magician, making bloody orcsacrifices in the temple of Barad-Dur
ia also one of "Bolvags" special
powers. Further, Sauron gets some
special hazards to make The Nine a
deadly danger for a bearer of one of
them. Those must be very careful not
to become "Doomed to die".
At last I created a new creature-type:
"Vermin". These bad beasts rarely kill
someone, if not becoming
"Deathcarrying Vermin", but slow
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down traveling a lot. On the card
"Torn to its Master" it is stated that the
site of an opponent’s company can be
replaced by a region. This only makes
sense if you know about a private rule,
that I and my brother use: Traveling to
a region card, played in the
organization-phase is possible. The
region counts as a site card with the
regions symbol as the sites symbol.
No own draws cards for a region and
no auto-attack exists. Company vs.
company combat and agent movement
with a region card is permitted.
Last but not least I want to thank
Talos, Charles Jenkins, James Gutt,
Julian & Sjoekie, David Rice, Charles
E. Bouldin and the others from
metw@silent-tower.org. I used their
comments to make a revision of my
cards. Anyone who thinks, that the
pictures I used are restricted by
copyright and that I shall not use
them: Please inform me, so I can find
a different picture. This is the second
edition of these cards. The first edition
is produced only a few times and
published around Hamburg. The
second edition is only published on
the internet.
—————–
If you are interested in seeing much
larger versions of these cards, be sure
to visit Tobias’ page at
h t t p : / / h o m e . g e r m a n y. n e t / gl o m e o r /
MECCG.htm

Thanks to Tobias for letting me
include these cool looking cards in the
Newsletter. I’ve included a small list
of further notes (including the quotes
that gave Tobias the idea to create
these cards) and errata at the end of
this article on page 40. Also, due to
space limitations, I will not be listing
specific artistic credits for these cards
except what you see on the card itself.
Enjoy!
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ICE’s Angmar p.35:
The Nine Rings of Power
After the end of the Second Age, the
Nazgul no longer bear their Rings of
Power. Instead, Sauron retains them until
the recovery of the Ruling Ring. These
rings are each made of enchanted and
virtually weightless gold ithilnaur and
inscribed in Quenya using the Tengwar. A
unique jewel adorns each one, and each
shines with its own particular aura, but all
of the Rings are invisible to anyone exept
another Ringwearer or the Lord of the
Rings himself.
Originally forged with good intent, they
became corrupted by Sauron and hence
inextricably tied to the One Ring. ... Note
that so long as Sauron holds his Ring, the
Nazgul’s form remains immortal. Only
with the destruction of the Rings or the gift
of the Ring to another wearer, will the
Ringwraith lose this magical benefit.
ICE’s Gorgoroth p.34:
The General Powers and Features of The
Nazgul
...(3) Appearance - … They appear in one
of two ways (thus the parenthetical
Appearance stats): while wearing a Ring of
Power they retain the youthful guise they
possessed when they first took the Ring (i.
e., they look like they did when they first
became Ringwraiths); but without the
Ring, they are cursed with a pale, almost
translucent body and coarse, scraggly, gray
hair (i.e., they look like they did at the
point after their body reached the stage of

its originally-contemplated death). In the
latter case, their withered and ostensibly
tired frame glows when it contacts a
glowing item.
Errata
(to

use

MECCG

with

MENM):

•

Neeker-Breekers are “Vermin”.

•

“Torn to its Master” is not playable
against a Ringwraith player (but
against the Balrog). “Torn to its
Master” may be played on a company
using starter-, region- or under-deepmovement. If it is using under-deepmovement: opponent must choose a
site with its surface-site in a region
fulfilling the condition (no roll
required for under-deep-movement).

———————————–
Tobias tells me that he and Pej Castillo of
the Philippine Council of Mordor are
currently working on another expansion,
entitled MEGW (Middle-Earth: The Great
Worms). This expansion spins off of
METD, and introduces the Dragon-player,
much like MEBA introduced the Balrog
player. The central aim for a dragon is to
use his own magical power to enchant
people to become his characters (both hero
and minion), and if that doesn’t work, to
eat them!
To see all the cards in process, visit:
http://www.geocities.com/blackcouncil/
trades/megw/megw.htm
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As far as other player-created cards, I will
have many more next issue. Some of your
peers have been very busy creating some
really good cards! If you have any cards
or scenarios that you’ve created, please
don’t hesitate to send them in. I’d love to
see all the new ideas you all have.
If you submit a scenario or new cards,
don’t forget to also send any new rules or
errata that others might need in order to
play those cards or scenarios.
Lots more next issue!
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MECCG Quiz: Answers
James Kight

11. Which is the only agent that has Dunharrow
as a home site? Wormtongue

23. Which is the only corruption card that is also
a dark enchantment? Pale Dream-maker

12. Which card duplicates Undead automaticattacks? The Moon is Dead

24. Which card cancels Ford? The Reach of
Ulmo

13. Which agent has Bag End as a home site?
Lobelia Sackville-Baggins

25. Which card cancels Bridge? Earth-Tremors

Answers to the MEDM Quiz on page 16:
1. How many agents can move to a hero haven as
printed on their card? 3 (Anarin, Elwen, and
Nimloth)
2. How many agents have at least 3 skills? 8
(Baduila, Elerina, Golodhros, Pon-ora-Pon,
Surion, Taladhan, The Grimburgoth, and
Wormtongue)
3. What is the only Special Item worth more than
6 MPs when stored? Mithril
4. Which ally has the warrior skill? Lindion the
Oronin
5. Name the card that allows characters to tap in
support of an influence attempt. Palm to Palm
6. Which resource card specifically increases the
hazard limit? Hundreds of Butterflies
7. Based on printed numbers, which Under-deeps
site is the most difficult on average to reach via
other Under-deeps sites? The Pukel-Deeps (9,
9)
8.
Which site is the only one that has
Marshalling Points? The Under-Galleries
9. Name the only character released for the
MEDM set. Folco Boffin
10. Which creature can legally be returned to
your hand without the use of other cards or
effects? Spider of the Morlat

14. What is the greatest number of legal actions
an agent can take during one movement hazard
phase? 4 (My Precious [2], Great Need or
Purpose [+1], and Never Seen Him [+1] )

26. Which card cancels Secret Passage? The
Way is Shut
27. Which item gives +2 to body and +3 to
direct influence? Dragon-helm

15. Which hazard card specifically boosts Giant
attacks? Rank Upon Rank

28. Which resource only triggers its effect when
a card is discarded? Enduring Tales

16. Which capture card forces a character to
discard all items, including any ring items he is
carrying? Spells of the Barrow Wights

29.
Which resource removes
enchantments? Memories Recalled

17. Name at least two of the three agents that
have no direct influence. Herion, Leamon, Eun

dark

30. Name the only resource than can cause an
opponent to look through his deck? The Hunt

18. Which hazard specifically removes the sage
skill? In the Heart of His Realm

31. Which corruption card is played on a
character whose company is facing a Dragon
attack? Foes Shall Fall

19. Which hazard gives your opponent 2 item
MP’s? Neither So Ancient Nor So Potent

32. Which resource card requiring a sage untaps
Border-holds or Free-holds? Fireworks

20. At how many Under-deeps sites can gold
rings be played? 5 (Gem-Deeps, Pukel-Deeps,
Under-Gates, Under-Grottos, & Under-Vaults.

33. Which item is playable only at The Lonely
Mountain? Necklace of Girion

21. Name the only non-haven site in Wold &
Foothills. Hermit’s Hill
22. Which hazard removes cards from play?
Aware of Their Ways

34. Which item can be used against Traps?
Dwarven Light Stone
35. Which Stolen Knowledge card is worth 4
MP’s when stored? Pass the Doors of Dol
Guldur

Survey Question: Responses and This Issue's Question
James Kight
Last issue’s Survey Question asked readers
which Hazard Strategy was their favorite. Here
are the results (not in any particular order, with
my comments).
Roadblock: 15% I really thought this would be
higher than 15%. I’ve faced a few really
dedicated versions of this strategy, and every
one of them makes my blood boil.
Creature-rama: 40% No surprise. Creatures kill
characters. This is probably my favorite style.
Corruption: 10% This one I also thought would
be higher. I’ve seen some highly dedicated
versions of it that make my skin crawl. I respect
this strategy first whenever I build a deck.
Dump & Run: 0% No real surprise, but I have
both seen and played this strategy. Very
passive. I like it, but it’s not really my style.

Recursion/Infinite Hazards: 0% The rarity of
this style of play is probably due to its dedication
requirement. It either rocks, or falls flat.
Agents: 15% Considering the other available
choices, this one is a bit higher on the list than I
expected, but it’s a welcome addition. I like this
style, and wish I could spend more time
exploiting it. Requires medium dedication.
Hand/Deck Wrecking: 0% This was really not
expected to get any votes. I was just curious if
anyone had made this into a viable strategy. It’s
one of the few strategies that I’ve never tried but
have always thought about in the back of my
head. Then I come to my senses and pick one of
these other ones. Probably why it got 0% of the
votes.
General/Direct Influence Wrecking: 0% This
was briefly explored with the initial release of
The Lidless Eye, but has since faded to a few
cards here and there.
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No Preference: 20%
Kind of surprising
considering the variety presented here. I guess
there are people who go from strategy to
strategy with no real preference. I, on the other
hand have 1 or 2 of these that I play most of the
time. You go with what you know.
Other: 0% Are there that many other strategies
out there? I guess not.

This issue’s Survey Question:
Name the one resource that you put
in every deck.
I have one or two myself that I put in
every deck, and I’m sure you do as well.
Please send your responses to:
jameskight@mindspring.com
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MECCG Scenario Board Game: The Mines of Moria by Spencer Carney
Spencer Carney
This is a scenario that uses cards and rules
from MECCG to simulate the fellowship's
journey through the mines of Moria. My
goal was to create a game that needed a
minimum of new rules and that might take
advantage of a boardgame-style map.
One way I tried to give the journey an
"authentic" angle was to let the player start
with the full fellowship of nine characters.
(In and of itself, that has a pretty high
"coolness factor" for me.) The second
thing I did was to make combat the sole
obstacle and to use creatures that were
representative of what the fellowship
would actually encounter in the mines.
The game can be played by one player or
multiple players. I have found the solitaire
variant to be fun, and you can modify the
decks (both resource and hazards) to raise
or lower the level of difficulty. Two suggestions--spells are vital (as is the wizard
to cast them!), and you should consider
resource cards that cancel combat rather
than defeat it. You might find resources
that give you an unfair advantage or that
"break" the game; then again, my one playtester complained about the game being
too difficult "as is." It CAN be beaten,
however, so give it a try!
———————

There will be 4 hazard decks:
1. Ruins & Lairs deck
2. Shadow-hold deck
3. Dark-hold deck
4. Perilous-deeps deck
Each hazard deck should be constructed
with the following guidelines. Multiply
each number by the number of players.
When playing multiplayer you can have
more than 3 copies of a creature. These
are suggested card lists.
Ruins & Lairs Deck
10 Creatures - animals, spiders, drakes; 3
events. [Watcher in the Water x 3, Lesser
Spiders x 3, Giant Spiders x 3, Nameless
Thing x 1, Wake of War x 3]
Shadow-hold Deck
12 Creatures - orcs, trolls; 5 events. [Little
Snuffler x 3, Orc Watch x 3, Orc Lieutenant x 3, Half Trolls of Far Harad x 3, Minions Stir x 3, Doors of Night x 2]
Dark-hold Deck
12 Creatures - orcs, trolls, undead; 5
events. [Orc Guard x 3, Olog Hai x 3,
Chill Douser x 3, Barrow Wight x 3,
Plague of Wights x 2, Awaken Minions x
3]
Perilous-deeps Deck
4 Creatures - trolls, balrog; 0 events.
[Rogrog, Buthrakaur the Green, Umagaur
the Pale, Durin’s Bane]

Mines of Moria
Scenario Rules
The Fellowship (Starting Company)
Begin the game with nine characters and
two non-unique minor items. Use the nine
characters of the actual fellowship or any
one Wizard and 8 characters with a total
mind of 42 or less. The mind of each substitute character (one not from the actual
fellowship) costs +3 its printed value.
Characters and items are only unique for
each player. You and your opponents can
duplicate each other’s cards. General influence is not a factor in this scenario.
Deck Construction
Each player will have his own play deck,
consisting of resources only (no characters
or hazards).

Rules of Play
All rules are identical to those of standard
MECCG play with the exception of the
following:
• Your hand will consist of resources
only, and your hand size is 3
• Use a marker to track your company
on the map. You must keep a single
company.
• Keep a record of the number of turns.
• The East Gate and the West Gate are
considered surface sites and all other
sites are considered Under-deeps
sites.
• Whenever your company has a choice
of two paths to take, make an underdeeps roll. If you fail the roll you
must take the dotted red path. Otherwise you may choose which path to
take.
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•
•

•
•

•
•

Once you have entered a Perilousdeeps site, all subsequent under-deeps
rolls are automatically successful.
Draw cards based on the matching
template for the site type to which
you are moving.
Resources are
drawn first. Hazards are drawn and
played one at a time.
There is no hazard limit.
If during your untap phase you announce that you will not move that
turn, all your wounded characters heal
and you skip the Movement/Hazard
phase and the Site Phase. (Be sure to
record the turn on the turn marker.
During each site phase, you must always enter the site and face the autoattack.
If, during the site phase, you do not
play any items, you can instead draw
2 cards before going to the End of
Turn phase.

Ending the Game
The game stops after any End of Turn
phase that a company is at the East Gate.
At the end of the game, each player uses
the following (and ONLY the following)
to calculate his point total:

•
•
•
•
•

Add 5 points if you are at the East
Gate
Add 1 point for each item you have in
play with a MP value greater than 2
Add 1 point for each creature you
defeated worth 2 or more MPs
Subtract 2 points for each of your
dead characters
Subtract 1 point for each turn you
took over 10

—————————————
This can be a tough scenario if you are
unprepared. The odds are very good that
you will lose a character or two, but it can
be done without losing anyone. As the
suggestion was made before, your best bet
is to try to cancel the attacks instead of
fight them. Eventually you will be overrun with creatures and one of the hobbits
(if you decide to use them) will die.
If you have a scenario that you’d like to
submit, please email it to me with any
rules requirements or maps.
Thanks! James
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The Final Word
James Kight
I know it seems like it has been forever since the last newsletter. With
the imminent release of the movies
and the new Decipher card game, one
would think that everyone’s attention
would be diverted from MECCG.
But that is far from the case. In fact,
support for the game has only
strengthened in the last year or so, perhaps because of the interest in the
movies. Player-organized events and
player-staffed councils has weathered
the test of time.
I wondered whether or not this was as
a result of rabid fan base or a really
great game, and I think it’s a combination of both. To think that we have a
player-organized and supported World
Championships speaks to the dedica-

tion of the players, and to the strength
of the game they love to play. There is
no better form of flattery for the game.
Well, maybe there is. Over the past
few weeks, I have been busy tracking
down all the player-designed cards
available on the net, both in text and
card form. Let me tell you, I am
amazed at not only the number of
cards available as part of the growing
“virtual set”, but the quality of the
cards. The set I’ve presented in this
issue speaks to that.
I can think of no other game save
Magic that has had such a continuing
flow of ideas and interest, and
MECCG is no longer produced.
I spoke recently with a former designer
of the game, (as have others) about the
continuing support for MECCG, and
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they were pleasantly surprised. They
weren’t really aware of the interest,
but as I said, it goes beyond just the
game or just the players...it’s a combination of both with a great fantasy
world from which to glean ideas.
This promises to be a great year for
Tolkien-related efforts. We will see
the release of a new card game based
on the movie trilogy by Decipher, as
well as the movie itself (The Fellowship of the Ring) by New Line Cinema.
As much as I am getting excited about
all the new projects, merchandise,
cards, and whatnot coming out in support of the new movies, I never forget
that one card game lovingly supported
by both casual and fervent fan alike:
MECCG.

